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1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report reviews Bracknell Forest’s approach to local landscape designations, strategic and local
gaps, and green belt villages across the Borough, and provides recommendations which can be
used to inform the work on the Council’s new Comprehensive Local Plan.
Local Landscape Designations

1.2

There is no guidance in England for identifying local landscape designations. However, the 2002
Landscape Character Assessment Guidance (now superseded by an Approach to Landscape
Character Assessment 2014) and Scottish Natural Heritage’s Guidance on Local Landscape
Designations (2006) provide some guidance on identifying landscape value and locally designated
landscapes, and the guidance in these documents was used to identify criteria against which each
Landscape Character Area (LCA) could be assessed to come to a recommendation on whether a
local landscape designation would be desirable and/or practical for part or the whole of each LCA.
The considerations were:
•

Value (using criteria to give an initial indication of areas/aspects with greater relative value);

•

Need (extent to which a designation is needed to retain indicators of value, or protect areas
exhibiting these indicators of value; are other means of protecting these values available?)

•

Integrity (is the area exhibiting indicators of value of sufficient size and coherent enough to be
able to identify the boundary of a designated area in the development plan?)

1.3

The undeveloped character of each area was also considered, and ways in which this could be
protected was included in the recommendations.

1.4

The review reveals that existing (non-landscape) designations, alongside the information
contained in the updated Landscape Character Assessment for Bracknell Borough 1 (LCA), should
be sufficient to protect the valued features and characteristics of the landscapes across the
Borough. Furthermore there may be an argument for avoiding local landscape designations as
areas that do not fall within a designated area may become ‘devalued’.

1.5

It is recommended that the best way to protect valued landscape features and characteristics is
through a policy linked to the LCA (which itself sets out the valued features and characteristics of
each LCA). It is recommended that a version of CS1 (i.e. to protect and enhance the character
and quality of local landscapes and the wider countryside) and CS9 (i.e. Council will protect land
outside settlements for its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect
the character, appearance or function of the land) are carried forward to the new Local Plan and a
link to the LCA provided. It should be made clear that all landscapes are valued across Bracknell,
for different reasons as set out in the LCA. This will ensure that National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) Para 109 is applied to all landscapes in the Borough and not just selected
areas.

1.6

In addition to the landscape character policy, there would be merit in considering a Green
Infrastructure policy to join up fragmented habitats and strengthen landscape features which are
often valued features of the LCAs.

1.7

This study has revealed that there are some areas/features that are more vulnerable than others.
For example the rural and green landscape setting cabbage hill provides to Bracknell, and the
remnant parklands of Easthampstead, Sunninghill, and Buckhurst (as well as smaller parks in
LCAs C1, C2 and F1).

1.8

Cabbage Hill has been assigned as a potential site for the provision of Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace (SANG) and developers should be encouraged to demonstrate how their proposals

1

LUC (2015) The Rural Landscapes of Bracknell Borough: a Landscape Character Assessment
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protect the valued features and characteristics of these areas as identified in the Council’s
Landscape Character Assessment.
1.9

The remnant parklands of Easthampstead, Sunninghill and Buckhurst (plus others in LCAs C1, C2
and F1) could be protected through the LCA and /or historic landscape character assessment. It
is recommended that the Berkshire Gardens Trust identifies any parks and gardens that may
qualify for a local listing as a separate piece of follow-on work.

1.10

The character of the Warfield Park Mobile Home Site could continue to be protected through the
landscape character assessment, or a separate policy, but this policy should not be confused with
a local landscape quality or value designation.

1.11

The character and function of river corridors could continue to be protected through a river
corridor specific policy, but this should not be confused with a local landscape quality or value
designation.

1.12

Areas that show good historical intactness or great time depth could be identified as part of the
Historic Landscape Character Assessment, and protected through provision of a policy connected
to that assessment.
Strategic and Local Gaps

1.13

This study reviewed the strategic and local gaps identified in the Core Strategy and the Entec
Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedges (2006), produced to support the Core Strategy. It also
considered whether the gaps are appropriate in the light of the NPPF/ NPPG and planned
development in Bracknell Forest and Wokingham.

1.14

The NPPF is not prescriptive on either supporting or opposing gaps in principle. However, the
principle of gaps remains valid and useful for maintaining separation between settlements,
maintaining the distinct identity of settlements and to avoid their coalescence.

1.15

The landscape performs many and complex functions, of which providing a ‘gap’ between
settlements, to prevent their coalescence and maintain the identity and sense of place of
individual settlements is one.

1.16

It is our view that a policy similar to Wokingham’s Core Strategy Policy CP11 Proposals outside
Development Limits (including countryside) 2 and a policy linked to Bracknell Forest’s updated
Landscape Character Assessment (2015) that sets out valued features and characteristics of the
landscape outside settlement boundaries (including gap functions) should be sufficient to protect
the separation between settlements. However, it is recognised that identification of specific ‘gaps’
is often favoured by local communities and this was reflected in the responses to the consultation
workshop held as part of this study (see Appendix 1).

1.17

The size needed for an area of land to retain its function as a ‘gap’ may vary from place to place
depending on the character of the landscape and the type of development being proposed. For
this reason we recommend that Bracknell Forest should identify broad ‘zig zags’ to represent
(strategic) gaps on the Comprehensive Local Plan key diagram, using site allocations and
settlement boundaries to identify appropriate development locations and limits, and include
policies that require a developer to show that a proposal does not adversely affect the gap
function. Each assessment would be on its own merits and take into account the specific
circumstances of the site. This would be compatible with the approach taken by Bracknell Forest
in its existing Core Strategy, and by Wokingham Borough. Figure 4.2 shows the indicative
location of recommended strategic gaps as broad zig zags and the green wedge as a triangle.

1.18

Boundaries may be drawn around areas that perform a separation function, and these areas could
be linked to a policy specific to settlement separation and settlement identity (i.e. the areas
shaded brown on Figure 4.3 3). These would show the areas that have a (strategic) gap function,

2

Wokingham Borough’s Core Spatial Strategy (2010)

3

These cover the strategic gaps between Binfield – Wokingham, Bracknell – Wokingham, Bracknell – Crowthorne, Crowthorne –
Sandhurst, Sandhurst – Yateley/ Blackwater and Bracknell – North Ascot and have been drawn between the settlement boundary of one
area and the settlement boundary of the next (except where the gap ends at an administrative boundary). By default this excludes the
settled part of the allocation but includes parts of the site allocations that are indicated as open space on the Illustrative Concept Plans
for the Site Allocations.
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and these areas could relate directly to a policy that aims to protect the gap function of the
landscape, as well as the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) which describes the particular
features and characteristics of these landscapes that are important to the gap function.
1.19

A similar map could be used to show the green wedge to the north of Bracknell (e. the area
shaded green on Figure 4.3). The green wedge has been drawn outside Bracknell’s settlement
boundary but includes parts of the site allocations that are indicated as open space on the
Illustrative Concept Plans for the Site Allocations. Positive planning for development is embedded
in the NPPF. The concept of a gap is preventative and may be seen as negative whereas planning
for enhancement of landscape character and settlement identity may be seen as positive. A Green
Infrastructure Strategy would be one way of ensuring a joined-up approach to planning positively
for development and open space whilst retaining the character of landscapes, towns and villages
and enhancing habitats. Such a strategy could be taken forward jointly with adjoining districts.

1.20

In conclusion, it is recommended that Bracknell Forest should:
•

identify broad ‘zig zags’ that indicate strategic gaps between the larger settlements (i.e.
Binfield - Wokingham; Bracknell – Wokingham; Bracknell - Crowthorne; Crowthorne Sandhurst; Sandhurst - Yateley/ Blackwater; and Bracknell - North Ascot);

•

include policies to prevent coalescence of these settlements and retain settlement identity
(using consistent terminology between policies) and include references to the Landscape
Character Assessment which identifies the functions the landscape character areas perform in
relation to separation of settlements;

•

include policies to protect the rural character of the undeveloped countryside (which provides
an important setting to all settlements and villages in the Borough, provides separation
between them and maintains their separate identity), with reference to the Landscape
Character Assessment that sets out the character, value and function of these landscapes;

•

use masterplans to identify appropriate development locations and limits.

1.21

This would be consistent with Wokingham’s approach and Bracknell Forest’s current Core
Strategy.

1.22

In addition to the above, it would be possible to identify land with a ‘strategic gap’ or a ‘green
wedge’ function on the Local Plan Policies Map (see Figure 4.3 for areas). This would not be a
‘no-go’ area in itself, but would link to a policy which requires a developer to ensure the gap
function is maintained. When writing policies Bracknell Forest should have regard to the
Examiners comments on the Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy Development Plan
Document and the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan.
Green Belt Villages

1.23

There are eight Green Belt Villages in Bracknell Forest Borough. Existing Local Plan policy means
there is a general presumption against residential development in these villages except where
proposals constitute infilling, the subdivision of an existing dwelling into two or more units, the
provision of accommodation for domestic or personal staff or aged relatives in a separate but
subordinate unit or replacement alteration or limited extension to existing dwellings. Proposals
also have to avoid adversely affecting the character of the area or causing other environmental
harm.

1.24

The emergence of the NPPF means it is necessary to review this designation. Para. 86 of the NPPF
Planning Practice Guidance relating to Green belts states “If it is necessary to prevent
development in a village primarily because of the important contribution which the open character
of the village makes to the openness of the Green Belt, the village should be included in the
Green Belt. If, however, the character of the village needs to be protected for other reasons,
other means should be used, such as conservation area or normal development management
policies, and the village should be excluded from the Green Belt” 4.

4

http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/delivering-sustainable-development/9protecting-green-belt-land/ [accessed 4/3/15]
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1.25

The eight ‘Green Belt Villages’ in Bracknell Forest were reviewed against a set of criteria to
determine their character and contribution which the open character of the village makes to the
openness of the Green Belt. It should be noted that this review was undertaken from a landscape
character perspective and did not consider all the purposes of the Green Belt, or the practicalities
of including villages in, or excluding villages from, the Green Belt. The criteria used for this
review were:
•

Character and size – what is the character of the village? How big is it? Is it rural in
character? Is it seen as part of the wider LCA? Is it in character with, or in contrast to other
villages typical of the LCA in which it sits?

•

Interface with surrounding landscape – is the village part of the wider landscape or is it
inward looking with clear settlement boundaries?

•

Density and dispersal of buildings – how dense are the buildings? Is there open space
between which contributes to rural character and openness of the Green Belt?

•

Presence (and character) of open space – what is the nature of open space?

1.26

The review concludes that most of the Green Belt villages in Bracknell Forest are rural in
character, have a relatively low density of buildings, and gardens and grounds make an important
contribution to the openness of the Green Belt. In these villages development could adversely
affect the open character of the village and therefore could affect the openness of the Green Belt.

1.27

Only two small areas have been identified as not in character with the remainder of the areas –
these are Cranbourne Hall Mobile Home Park (in Cranbourne) and the office development in
Cheapside.

1.28

It is notable that the Woodside and Cheapside are located partly within the Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM) and partly within Bracknell Forest Borough, so any approach
should be in coordination with those Boroughs.
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2

Introduction

2.1

LUC was commissioned in January 2015 to review and update Bracknell Forest Council’s
landscape evidence base. This included a requirement to update the Borough’s Landscape
Character Assessment (LCA), and to review the approach to local landscape designations,
strategic and local gaps, and Green Belt villages.

2.2

This report sets out recommendations in relation to local landscape designations, strategic and
local gaps, and Green Belt villages.
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3

Review of local landscape designations

3.1

The brief required LUC to assess existing saved landscape policies for their fitness for purpose in
terms of the areas that are defined, and whether they offer sufficient protection (having regard to
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paras. 109 and 113 in relation to valued
landscapes and setting criteria based policies for landscape areas). The aim of this element of the
study is therefore to ascertain:
•

whether the right designation criteria are referred to in the policies, and

•

whether there should be any changes to these existing designations/boundaries (decrease or
increase) or the removal of the whole designations.

History of local landscape designations and existing policies
History
3.2

The Berkshire Structure Plan (1991– 2006) adopted in 1995 set out a strategic planning
framework for Berkshire. Policy C8 stated that Areas of Special Landscape Importance would be
delineated and designated through local plans. These designations should display landscape
characteristics of importance in the county context and should be taken into account planning
decisions.

3.3

The Bracknell Forest Local Plan included Policy EN11 ‘Areas of Landscape importance’ which
aimed to protect these areas ‘for the intrinsic benefit which they offer to the local community’ and
aimed to protect them from ‘inappropriate development which would be prejudicial to their open,
rural or undeveloped character and to their landscape qualities’.

3.4

The Inspector’s Report into the Bracknell Forest Borough Local Plan (inquiry held 1998-99, report
dated 2000) sets out his thoughts on the then current Policy EN11 ‘Areas of Landscape
importance’. He did not question the intentions of the policy but noted that much of the
Countryside in the Borough is attractive and suggested that “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”.
Nevertheless he did make a judgement on the ‘scenic quality’ and ‘significance’ of an area put
forward for consideration by Binfield parish Council, rejecting it as not being as high as in other
places of the Borough in his judgement. He suggested that a wider area of Windsor Great Park
should be included in the designation.

3.5

The updated draft Structure Plan (2001- 2016) adopted in 2005 shifted away from using
landscape designations as a form of development control, instead using the county and local
Landscape Character Assessments to indicate particular local qualities that should be protected.
Existing policies

3.6

The Boroughs’ current policy approach in relation to landscape is set out in the Core Strategy
(2008) and ‘saved’ policies of the Bracknell Forest Local Plan (2002).

3.7

The adopted Core Strategy (2008) sets out the Council’s long term planning framework for the
Borough up to 2026. Policies and recommendations relevant to landscape protection include:

3.8

•

Policy CS1: Sustainable Development Principles states that “Development will be permitted
which (viii) Protects and enhances the character and quality of local landscapes and the wider
countryside”.

•

Policy CS7: Design states that “(iii) Development proposals will be permitted, which enhance
the landscape and promote biodiversity”.

The current policy relating to local landscape designations is ‘saved’ Policy EN10 of the Bracknell
Forest Local Plan, adopted in 2002, which protects Areas of Landscape Importance. This policy
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states that “Planning permission will not be granted for development which would harm the open,
rural or undeveloped character, the special landscape qualities or the function”.
•

Policy EN10i protects Areas of Special Landscape Importance (ASLI) such as the Blackwater
Valley and Windsor Great Park that ‘display special landscape characteristics of importance
within the Borough.’ The Blackwater Valley, for example, is designated as an area of
landscape importance partly due to its significance as a recreational resource.

•

Policy EN10ii protects Areas of Local Landscape Importance (ALLI), such as ‘Land North of
Whitegrove and Quelm Park’ and ‘Cabbage Hill’. Cabbage Hill is designated as an ALLI due to
the aesthetic quality of its rural landscape and its importance as a landscape buffer to define
settlement boundaries.

3.9

These areas are shown on Figure 3.1 in the context of the Borough’s LCAs.

3.10

In addition, there are a couple of other policies that make reference to the character of the
landscape. These are:

3.11

Policy EN11 Warfield Park Mobile Home Sites covers a 30 hectare site located in the
countryside east of Forest Road, the policy seeks to ‘maintain the character of the site and ensure
that the existing homes maintain their secluded setting.’

3.12

Policy EN14- River Corridors states that ‘Planning permission will not be granted for
development in a river corridor which would have an adverse effect on nature conservation
interest, fisheries or the open character of the landscape. Proposals which would reduce public
access or make it less convenient, or impair established water- related recreation, will not be
permitted.’

Intention of local landscape designations
3.13

3.14

3.15

The Berkshire Structure Plan (1991-2006) indicates that the designation of Areas of Special
Landscape Importance “will serve to highlight particularly important parts of the countryside
which display landscape characteristics of importance in the county context” and that local
authorities should apply the following criteria (derived from the Countryside Commission’s
‘Landscape Assessment Guidance’ 1993):
•

Landscape as a resource (for reasons of rarity or representativeness)

•

Scenic quality (pleasing patterns and combinations of landscape features, and important
aesthetic or intangible features)

•

Unspoilt character (unspoilt by large-scale, visually intrusive industry, mineral extraction or
other inharmonious development)

•

Sense of place (a distinctive and common character, including topographic and visual unity
and a clear sense of place)

The Bracknell Forest Local Plan (2002) indicates that the intention of the existing Areas of
Landscape Importance is to protect:
•

their open, rural or undeveloped character;

•

special landscape qualities; or

•

function.

Evidence supporting the justification for the locally designated landscapes and a description of
their characteristics, special qualities and function is provided in the supporting text to the local
plan policy at paragraphs 2.78-2.84, which state:
“Policy C8 of the BSP (Berkshire Structure Plan) identifies areas of special landscape importance
(ASLIs) that are considered strategically important.
The Blackwater Valley is an extensive open area important for its landscape and as an important
recreational resource. A study was published in 1976 which provided a detailed assessment of
the landscape and character of the area. Much of the area has been worked for gravel. The lakes
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that have been formed as part of a restoration scheme are separated by narrow strips of land and
bounded by perimeter hedgerows. The remaining area comprises farmland and meadow land
which are bounded by trees which can restrict views across the lakes. Notwithstanding the
artificial nature of the lakes, the area exhibits a rural setting for the surrounding housing.
Windsor Forest lies in the adjoining Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead. However, the north
east of the Borough does contain a long narrow strip of the Forest which has a distinctive wooded
character. The area forms part of the Windsor Forest Site of Special Scientific Interest, and is a
Wildlife Heritage Site.
Policy C5 of the BSP seeks to minimise the intrusion of development into the landscape through
the identification of landscape features such as land form and tree cover which act as natural
buffers which help to screen existing settlements. The slopes of Cabbage Hill have a special
character. They form an attractive and visually prominent rural landscape, containing The Cut, a
water course. Cabbage Hill’s natural, undeveloped boundary forms an important landscape buffer
which defines the edge of development at Priestwood and separates residential development at
Jocks Lane and Quelm Park.
The major areas of woodland to the south of Forest Road, west of Chavey Down Road and to the
south west of Warfield Park, also have an important role in defining and screening existing
development at Hayley Green and the Warfield Park Mobile Home Site, and development at
Carnation Nursery and Whitegrove.
The Borough Council attaches great importance to the protection of these areas for the intrinsic
benefit which they offer to the local community. They will be protected from development which
would be prejudicial to their open, rural or undeveloped character and to their landscape
qualities”.

Designation criteria
3.16

If local landscape designations are to be retained they will need to be identified and justified
through the application of a robust set of criteria.

3.17

Over the last 15 years or so there has been a shift away from local landscape designations
towards an emphasis on maintaining and enhancing the distinctive character of all landscapes,
and there is no guidance in England for identifying local landscape designations. However, the
2002 LCA Guidance (now superseded by an Approach to Landscape Character Assessment 2014 5)
noted that in situations which require that a landscape be identified as requiring special attention,
judgements must be based at least in part on the concept of landscape value (i.e. the relative
value or importance that stakeholders attach to different landscapes and their reasons for valuing
them). The guidance suggests that the reasons may be set out according to a range of more
detailed criteria that may include the following:

5

•

landscape quality: the intactness of the landscape and the condition of features and elements;

•

scenic quality: the term that is used to describe landscapes which appeal primarily to the
visual senses;

•

rarity: the presence of rare features and elements in the landscape, or the presence of a rare
landscape character type;

•

representativeness: whether the landscape contains a particular character, and/or features
and elements, which is felt by stakeholders to be worthy of representing;

•

conservation interests: the presence of features of particular wildlife, earth science or
archaeological, historical and cultural interest can add to the value of a landscape as well as
having value in their own right;

•

wildness: the presence of wild (or relatively wild) character in the landscape which makes a
particular contribution to sense of place;

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/396192/landscape-character-assessment.pdf
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•

associations with particular people, artists, writers, or other media, or events in history.

3.18

Scottish Natural Heritage’s Guidance on Local Landscape Designations (2006) sets out an
approach to identifying landscape qualities and selecting locally important landscapes for
designation. The guidance suggests: describing the character and qualities of the landscape and
then identifying the places which merit designation through application of criteria.

3.19

The guidance also identifies the following practical criteria that will need to be addressed:
•

need (extent to which a designation is needed to achieve the aim of the designation – in this
case their open, rural or undeveloped character and special landscape values);

•

integrity (is the area of sufficient size and coherent enough to be able to identify the boundary
of the designated area in the development plan);

•

support (is there sufficient support from communities and stakeholders?)

Potential for Designation
3.20

3.21

The tables below consider each of the landscape character areas in turn, drawing on information
gathered as part of the landscape character assessment. First they set out information on
‘indicators of value’ to give an initial indication of areas/aspects with greater relative value. These
indicators include:
•

landscape quality (condition): the intactness of the landscape and the condition of features
and elements, strength of character and consistency, cultural/ ecological/ functional integrity
and presence of detracting features;

•

rarity: the presence of rare features and elements in the landscape, or the presence of a rare
landscape character type;

•

scenic quality/ beauty: the term that is used to describe landscapes which appeal primarily to
the visual senses i.e. features, visual contrasts or a special combination or pattern of
landscape elements/ features that create high aesthetic quality or sense of place;

•

function: the particular or special role of the area in the local landscape context, for example
as a setting to designated landscapes or cultural/ natural features, as a visual backdrop to
important views, providing a physical separation between settlements or providing enjoyment
of the landscape through recreation;

•

cultural associations: association with particular people, artists, writers, or other media, or
events in history;

•

naturalness/ tranquillity: the presence of strong degree of naturalness or tranquillity.

In addition, need and integrity are considered to come to a recommendation on whether a local
landscape designation would be desirable and/or practical for part or the whole of each LCA. The
undeveloped character of each area was also considered, and ways in which this could be
protected was included in the recommendations.
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LCA A1 Bracknell Forest (image numbers relate to images in the LCA report)

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-1: LCA A1 Bracknell Forest
Criteria

Response

Indicators of value

Condition- Condition is variable with some well managed areas of
heathland, woodland and historic landscapes, and less well managed
urban fringe areas.
Rarity - The densities of historic features and Scheduled Monuments
across the area are rare in the regional context. Heathland is relatively
rare features in the context of the UK.
Scenic Quality/ beauty- The remaining areas of heathland and
deciduous woodland have a particularly strong sense of place and
aesthetic quality resulting from the textures, colours and sense of
naturalness. However, the whole area has a distinct character that is
of relatively high scenic quality.
Function- Enjoyment of the landscape: This area provides an
important recreational resource for the local communities of Bracknell,
Crowthorne, Sandhurst and Camberley, particularly the areas with open
access. For example, ‘The Look Out Discovery Centre’ is a well-used
visitor centre set within Crown Estate Woodland, used as a starting
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Criteria

Response
point for walking and cycling trails.
The area also provides a physical and visual separation between
Bracknell, Crowthorne, Sandhurst and Camberley.
A large proportion of the area is used as a Military Training Area.
Cultural Associations
The area has Royal associations being a former Royal hunting ground
created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
The large hill fort at Caesar’s Camp (Scheduled Monuments), Redoubts
and sections of the former Roman Road, the Devil’s Highway provide
associations with the early settlement of the area. The extensive areas
of forest associated with the historic Windsor Forest which once
encompassed Bracknell Forest.
Swinley Forest was used as a film location for Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows in 2009.
The Royal Military Academy is the British Army’s initial training centre,
the aim of which is to be “the national centre of excellence for
leadership.” Alumni include; Prince Philip the Duke of Cambridge, Ian
Fleming and Winston Churchill.
Naturalness/ tranquillity - The remaining deciduous and mixed
woodlands and heathlands in particular provide a sense of naturalness
and remoteness, which is highly valued so close to dense urban areas.

Initial indication of
areas/aspects with
greater relative value

The whole forest landscape is valued as an escape from the adjacent
urban areas. However, the remaining deciduous woodlands, wet
woodlands and remnant heathland have a higher relative value,
although these are quite fragmented across the area.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

The majority of the area has an undeveloped and rural character.
However, the Royal Military Academy area has a developed character.
There is also some ongoing development works within the forest, such
as the South East Water strategic water main project which is to be
completed by the end of 2015.

Need

Most of the valued features and areas exhibiting these valued features
are protected by existing designations. For example:

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The historic features are mostly protected by Scheduled Ancient
Monuments. Many of the buildings within the Royal Military Academy
are listed and are therefore provided protection.
Much of the heathland and deciduous woodland areas that are
associated with the historic Windsor Forest are protected by the
European and National designations, including the Thames Basin
Heaths SPA and Broadmoor to Bagshot Woodland and Heaths SSSI.
These designations are focussed in the central part of the LCA and also
protect the sense of naturalness and tranquillity found in the core.
The recreational function of the area is protected by open access
land as well as Crown Estate and Forestry Commission land.
The generally undeveloped character of the area, and therefore the role
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Criteria

Response
it plays in providing a physical and visual separation between
Bracknell, Sandhurst and Camberley is protected by Policy CS9 6
(Development on Land Outside of Settlements) as well as the
SSSI/SPA. Green Belt in the north-east of the area, to the east of the
A332, also protects the undeveloped nature of this part of the
landscape.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting indicators of
value of sufficient size
and coherent enough to
be able to identify the
boundary of a
designated area in the
development plan)

The area of ‘Bracknell Forest’ is a coherent area that is readily
identifiable on a map. However, the more valued features e.g. the
historic features, deciduous woodlands and heathland are quite
fragmented across the area.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA, building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) and CS7(iii).
The undeveloped character of the area can be protected through a
Local Plan Policy linked to the landscape character assessment and a
Policy similar to the first part of CS9 Development on Land Outside of
Settlements.

6

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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LCA B1 Crowthorne/ Sandhurst Heathland Mosaic (image numbers relate to images in
the LCA report)

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-2: LCA B1 Crowthorne/ Sandhurst Heathland Mosaic
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition - Condition is variable with some well managed areas of
heathland, woodland and historic landscapes, and less well managed
urban fringe areas. Hedgerow loss is evidence in agricultural areas,
although the area adjacent to the Blackwater Valley is more intact.
Rarity - Heathland and ancient woodland are relatively rare features in
the context of the UK.
Scenic Quality/ beauty- The areas of heathland and woodland have
a particularly strong sense of place and aesthetic quality resulting from
the textures, colours and sense of naturalness. The northern slopes of
the Blackwater Valley also have a relatively high scenic quality as a
result of the wooded slopes which provides an attractive wooded
setting to the River Blackwater and lakes.
Function- Enjoyment of the landscape: This area provides an
important recreational resource for the local communities of
Crowthorne and Sandhurst, particularly the areas with open access,
woods and heaths.
The area also provides a physical and visual separation between
Sandhurst and Crowthorne.
Cultural Associations
The area has Royal associations being a former Royal hunting ground
created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
The historic houses and landscapes are associated with 19th
institutional buildings, and include buildings in the 'Prison Romanesque'
style at Broadmoor Hospital (Grade II listed) and the ‘French
Renaissance’ style of the Wellington College (Grade II listed).
Broadmoor Hospital was the first criminal lunatic asylum in England.
The design of the building and the landscape reflected the thinking of
restorative treatment of mental health at the time.
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Criteria

Response
Wellington College has had many famous pupils, including the author
George Orwell, the actor Sir Christopher Lee and the architect Sir
Nicholas Grimshaw.
Naturalness/ tranquillity The woodlands and heathlands in
particular provide a sense of naturalness and tranquillity, which is
highly valued so close to dense urban areas.

Initial indication of
areas/aspects with
greater relative value

Areas of open heath, woodlands, historic designed landscapes and
northern slopes of the Blackwater Valley.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

A low settlement density with open areas of heath and woodland that
have an undeveloped character, though suburban settlements and
other developments are often visible on the boundaries of the LCA.

Need

Areas of heathland are protected by European and National
designations, including the Thames Basin Heaths SPA and Wildmoor
Heath and Edgbarrow Woods SSSI. The heathland is also protected by
local designations: the Edgbarrow Wood Local Nature Reserve and
Edgbarrow Hill and Heath Local Wildlife Site, and is classed as a priority
habitat under the UK Biodiveristy Action Plan.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The majority of the mixed woodland within Edgbarrow Wood LNR and
Wildlife Site is protected by TPO.
The northern wooded slopes of the Blackwater Valley are partially
protected by Tree Protection Orders (individual as well as group) and
Ancient Woodland (at Coalpit Copse).
Access for recreation is provided by presence of Open Access land,
Local Nature Reserve and public footpaths (including the Three Castles
Path long distance trail).
The generally undeveloped character of the area, and therefore the role
it plays in providing a physical and visual separation between
Sandhurst and Crowthorne is protected by Policy CS9 7 (Development
on Land Outside of Settlements) as well as the SSSI/SPA and Local
Wildlife Site/ Local Nature Reserve designations.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

Some areas exhibiting the valued features i.e. the heathland, mixed
and deciduous woodland are coherent enough to draw boundaries
around, however these areas are already protected by SSSI/SPA and
Local Wildlife Site/ Local Nature Reserve designations. Other areas of
heathland and woodland are more fragmented across the remainder of
the area. The sewage works and amenity grassland fragment areas of
higher landscape value.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The undeveloped character of the area can be protected through a
Local Plan policy linked to the landscape character assessment and a

7

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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Criteria

Response
Policy similar to the first part of CS9 Development on Land Outside of
Settlements.
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LCA C1 Binfield and Warfield Clay Farmland (image numbers relate to images in the LCA
report)

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-3: LCA C1 Binfield and Warfield Clay Farmland
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition - The landscape is in relatively good condition although the
parkland landscapes do not bring the cohesion to the landscape that
they once would have done – they have become broken up by new
roads and are hidden behind high fences, gates and coniferous
planting. There is a relatively strong sense of place brought about by
the overall harmonious relationship between the natural character of
the landscape – its gently undulating topography, streams and
woodlands – and buildings which tend to be well integrated, as do rural
roads and lanes
Rarity - Although this is not a rare type of landscape overall, the
ancient woodland is a relatively rare feature in the context of the UK.
Scenic Quality/ beauty- Although this is a fairly typical rural
farmland landscape, there are some elements of particular scenic
beauty including the landscape around the Registered Park and Garden
of Newbold College and the meadow/ woodland areas around Popes
Meadow and adjoining rural lanes.
Function- Enjoyment of the landscape: This area provides an
important recreational resource for the local communities of Binfield
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Criteria

Response
and Bracknell, particularly the areas with open access, woods and
meadows, Local Nature Reserves and the footpaths and bridleways
along the Cut corridor and slopes of Cabbage Hill.
Cabbage Hill provides a rural landscape setting to the town of Bracknell
and the trees atop the hill provide an important wooded skyline.
The area to the south-west of Binfield provides separation between
Binfield and Wokingham and the area to the east of Binfield provides a
sense of separation between Binfield and the allocation at Blue
Mountain.
Cultural Associations
The area has Royal associations being a former Royal hunting ground
created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
The historic houses and landscapes are associated with 18th - 19th
century manors and parkland landscapes.
There are literary associations with the poet Alexander Pope (16881744) who lived in Pope’s Manor, Binfield and is remembered locally for
his poems on Windsor Forest and the River Loddon.
The international research centre (Syngenta) at Jealotts Hill is the
largest glasshouse research centre in Europe.
Naturalness/ tranquillity This is a working and man-made landscape
but contains a rural and tranquil character despite its close proximity to
Bracknell.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

Potentially the area to the west and north of Binfield (Popes Meadow up
to Billingbear), Cabbage Hill and the corridor of The Cut.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

This is a working and man-made landscape but contains a rural and
tranquil character despite its close proximity to Bracknell.

Need

The scenic beauty of the landscape around Newbold College is
protected by its Registered Park and Garden status.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The scenic beauty of the meadow/ woodland areas around Popes
Meadow is protected by its designation as a Local Wildlife Site and has
a management plan to guide the future development and management
of the site for the next ten years.
The character of villages of Warfield, Winkfield and Winkfield Row is
protected by Conservation Area status and most areas inbetween lie
within the Green Belt.
The good integration of buildings into the landscape and its
general rural and tranquil character is encouraged by Policy CS9 8 Land
Outside of Settlements.
The recreational value of the area is provided by Local Nature
Reserves, presence of footpaths and bridleways and Suitable
Alternative Natural Greenspaces (SANGs) provided to create an
enjoyable natural environment for recreation, away from the Thames
Basin Heath Special Protection Area.

8

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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Response
The historic houses and landscapes associated with 18th - 19th
century manors and parkland landscapes are in part protected by listed
building status – for example Billingbear House (Grade II), Popes Manor
(Grade II), Binfield Park (Grade II*), Binfield Lodge (Grade II), Binfield
Manor (Grade II), Lodge to Allenbay Park (Grade II), Warfield House
(Grade II), and Warfield Hall (Grade II). The landscape parklands are
not protected by designations although some features within the
grounds are protected – for example the garden walls at Binfield Lodge.
Long Copse Wood on Cabbage Hill, which provides a wooded skyline,
has a blanket TPO and is also a Local Wildlife Site. The lower slopes
may be more vulnerable.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

The valued features tend to be quite fragmented and scattered across
the LCA so that it is not possible to encompass them all within a single
boundary (unless the whole LCA were to be designated, but it is
considered that the density of assets is not high enough to justify this).

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The general rural character can be protected by the existing Green Belt
designation (covering the north of the LCA), as well as a Policy similar
to the first part of CS9 Development on Land Outside of Settlements.
A project to identify parks and gardens worthy of a local listing
(through the Berkshire Gardens Trust) is recommended. Historically
intact areas could be protected through identification as part of the
Historic Landscape Character Assessment, and provision of a policy
connected to the assessment.
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LCA C2 Winkfield and Cranbourne Clay Farmland (image numbers relate to images in
the LCA report)
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Table 3-4: LCA C2 Winkfield and Cranbourne Clay Farmland
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition- Overall condition is fair, although there has been some loss
of manors and parklands, some replacement of traditional boundaries
with suburban style close board fencing, and conversion of agricultural
land and buildings to light industrial and horsiculture uses.
Rarity - Not rare overall, ancient woodland and medieval moated sites
are relatively rare in context of UK.
Scenic quality/ beauty some elements- designed landscapes of Ascot
Place and Foliejon Park. Natural character of Chawbridge Bourne and
the more historically intact areas with a number of listed buildings set
in historic lanes and amongst ancient woodland or veteran/ mature
trees. Such as Winkfield Lane and Maidens Green.
Function- The majority of the area is designated as Green Belt and the
landscape has a function as a rural setting to Bracknell and the villages
within the LCA.
Cultural Associations The area has a link with Windsor Forest and
Park and Royal associations being a former Royal hunting ground
created in the 11th century by William the Conqueror.
The historic houses and landscapes are associated with 18th - 19th
century manors and parkland landscapes. Previous owners of the 18th
Century Manor Ascot Place, include baked beans tycoon H.J. “Jack”
Heinz II, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan the ruler of Abu Dhabi and
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Criteria

Response
the previous President of the United Arab Emirates.
Being close to Ascot, the area has strong links with horse racing. Also,
Cranbourne is home to the Royal County of Berkshire Polo Club, one of
the principle Polo clubs in England.
Naturalness/tranquillity More natural and tranquil areas are found
around Chawridge Bourne.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

Potentially Chawridge Bourne, Foliejon Park and Winkfield Place
(including Winkfield Lane).

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

This is a working and man-made landscape but contains a rural and
tranquil character despite its close proximity to Bracknell. More natural
and tranquil areas are found around Chawridge Bourne.

Need

Relatively rare features such as ancient woodland and medieval
moated sites are protected by designated as ancient woodland and
scheduled monument status.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The natural character of Chawbridge Bourne is protected by its
location within the Green Belt, as well as SSSI designation, ancient
woodland and a Local Wildlife Site at Hog Oak Lane.
The historic houses and landscapes associated with 18th - 19th
century manors and parkland landscapes are protected by their listed
status. The scenic beauty associated with Ascot Place designed
landscape is protected through inclusion on the national Register of
Historic Parks and Gardens. However, other parkland landscapes are
not protected (eg Foliejon Park, Fernhill Park, Cranbourne Court, New
Lodge – though the manor houses associated with the parklands are
protected by their listed status, and some features within some of the
parklands are protected – for example the terrace walls and steps at
New Lodge and the well in the garden of Fernhill Park).
The rural setting the landscape provides to Bracknell protected by
Green Belt (which covers most of the LCA).

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

The valued features tend to be quite fragmented and scattered across
the LCA so that it is not possible to encompass them all within a single
boundary (unless the whole LCA were to be designated, but it is
considered that the density of assets is not high enough to justify this).

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The general rural character of the area can be protected by the existing
Green Belt designation (covering most of the LCA), as well as Policy
similar to the first part of CS9 Development on Land Outside of
Settlements.
A project to identify parks and gardens worthy of a local listing
(through the Berkshire Gardens Trust) is recommended. Historically
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Criteria

Response
intact areas could be protected through identification as part of the
Historic Landscape Character Assessment, and provision of a policy
connected to the assessment.
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LCA D1 Great Hazes Wooded Clayland (image numbers relate to images in the LCA
report)
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Table 3-5: LCA D1 Great Hazes Wooded Clayland
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition - condition is variable. Urban intrusions such as the M4
corridor fragment the area, although the road itself is largely screened
by blocks of woodland. Hedgerows are in variable condition. .
However, there are some intact areas of rural landscape with historic
rural lanes and well integrated buildings.
Rarity - This is not an especially rare type of landscape although
ancient woodlands are relatively rare features in the context of the UK.
Scenic quality/ beauty - historic rural lanes and expanses of rural
grassland and woodland contribute to scenic quality, but this is typical
of the scenic quality associated with rural landscapes rather than
exceptional scenic beauty.
Function - Provides habitat and visual links to other woods to the
north and south west. Areas of woodland in the north are important for
screening the M4. The area provides a recreation function, including
paintballing and fishing.
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Response
Cultural Associations - The area has Royal associations being a
former Royal hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
However, this is not obvious today. There is a Grade II Listed Barn at
Yates Farm.
Naturalness/ tranquillity Although this is a man-made landscape, it
is rural, especially as experienced along the historic lanes which are
public bridleways.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

Ancient woodland has a higher relative value than other features.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

A rural area, although the motorway corridor impacts upon the rural
nature of the landscape.

Need

Bonhams and Gardener’s Copse are protected by their status as
Local Wildlife Sites and Ancient Woodland.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The area of woodland to the north of the M4 is protected by a blanket
TPO.
Other woodlands, including those that screen the M4, do not have the
same level of protection, although they do form part of the Green Belt.
The rural nature of the LCA is protected by its location within Green
Belt as well as Policy CS9 9 Land Outside Settlements.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

The valued features relate to woodlands, some of which are designated
and some of which are not. These are scattered through the LCA
rather than forming a cohesive unit.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The general rural character of the area can be protected by the existing
Green Belt designation, as well as a Policy similar to the first part of
CS9 Development on Land Outside of Settlements.

9

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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LCA E1 Blackwater Valley (image numbers relate to images in the LCA report)
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Table 3-6: LCA E1 Blackwater Valley
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition- Although this valley is a cohesive unit on a map, unified by
the river and its floodplain and linked habitats, its cultural, ecological
and functional integrity is somewhat fragmented by the former gravel
pits, railway line, road crossings and sewage works.
The presence of the Sewage Works and its associated non-native
planting scheme, modern buildings and the railway line are detracting
features that take away from the naturalistic and tranquil character of
the valley.
However, many parts of the landscape are well maintained, with
provision of car parks, well surfaced walkways and signage (particularly
in the Country Park and Nature Reserve).
Rarity. Although river valleys with a mixture of wetland habitats and
gravel extraction pits are not rare in themselves, this LCA does support
some habitats that are rare in the context of the UK, including
unimproved alluvial meadows which are nationally rare and are a
threatened habitat. An area of wet deciduous woodland supports a rare
species of sedge.
Scenic quality/ beauty Although this valley has a strong sense of
place and has attractive aesthetic qualities arising from the mosaic of
naturalistic habitats and woodland, it includes some detracting features
such as sewage works, modern buildings, recreation grounds, pylons
and railway line.
Function – Enjoyment of the landscape: Parts of this area provide an
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Response
important recreational resource for the local communities within
Sandhurst, particularly the lakes and areas with public access.
The valley also provides an important physical and visual separation
between Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater.
Cultural Associations The only cultural heritage designation in this
area is the Grade II listed Sandhurst War Memorial in Sandhurst
Memorial Park. Gravel extraction has resulted in major change to the
landscape in the last century, the pits now providing a popular
recreational resource.
Naturalness/tranquillity, The area has a sense of naturalness and
tranquillity due to the predominance of semi-natural habitats, open
water and deciduous woodland. However, the sewage works and areas
of amenity grassland detract from this.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

The areas of semi-natural habitats, open water bodies, pastoral
farmland and woodland have a greater relative value than the amenity
grassland and area occupied by the sewage works (although the
amenity grassland areas provide a recreational function).

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

The area has a rural character due to the predominance of semi-natural
habitats, open water and deciduous woodland. However the sewage
works, areas of amenity grassland and views of surrounding
settlements detract from this.

Need

The mosaic of naturalistic habitats is largely protected by SSSI,
Ancient Woodland, and Local Wildlife Sites. For example, the alluvial
meadows are protected by SSSI and the wet woodlands are protected
by Local Wildlife Sites.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The recreational function of the valley is provided by the presence of
public rights of way (including the Three Castles Path and the
Blackwater Valley Path), publicly accessible Nature Reserves,
Horseshoe Lake Activity Centre, Trilakes Country Park and Sandhurst
Memorial Park.
The rural character of the area, and the separation the valley
provides between Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater, is promoted by
the first part of Core Strategy Policy CS9 10 Areas outside of Defined
Settlements and Local Plan saved Policy EN14 River Corridors which
aims to protect the character and function of river corridors. Protection
provided by these policies could be taken forward to the new Local
Plan.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

Although this valley is a cohesive unit on a map, unified by the river
and its floodplain and linked habitats, it is somewhat fragmented by the
railway line, road crossings and sewage works.

Overall

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character

10

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The generally rural and undeveloped character, that provides a
separation between the built up areas of Sandhurst and Yateley/
Blackwater, can be protected by a Policy similar to the first part of CS9
Development on Land Outside of Settlements. This may also be
strengthened with a policy similar to the Local Plan saved Policy EN14
on River Corridors which aims to protect the character and function of
river corridors.
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LCA F1: Chavey Down Wooded Sands (image numbers relate to images in the LCA
report)
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Table 3-7: LCA F1: Chavey Down Wooded Sands
Criteria
Summary of indicators
of value

Response
Condition- Condition is variable with some well managed areas of
woodland and recreational areas, and less well managed urban fringe
areas. Areas inside the protected SSSI site at Englemere Pond appear
relatively well maintained, with provision of car parks, well surfaced
walkways and signage; Chavey Down Park, a reclaimed landfill site, is
well managed with interpretation boards and well established
vegetation, as are the sports fields is Lock’s Ride; and in the north
where small fields and paddocks occur, these are bounded by
hedgerows with hedgerow trees which appear in good condition. This
area has been fragmented by development, landfill, amenity grassland,
urban fringe land uses such as golf courses, resulting in a number of
detracting features. However, the woodland framework links the area
together into a cohesive unit.
Rarity - Although there are relatively rare individual habitats such as
bog, heathland, reedswamp and semi-natural woodland these tend to
be fragmented throughout the area.
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Response
Scenic quality/ beauty The mosaic of woodland, grassland and
heathland provides aesthetic interest and appeals to the visual senses
as a result of from the seasonal variety in textures and colours.
However, there are other features such as amenity grassland and
suburban development that detract from the scenic quality.
Function – This area provides a physical and visual separation
between Bracknell and North Ascot. It also provides enjoyment of the
landscape through public access and recreational facilities.
Cultural Associations - The area has Royal associations being a
former Royal hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
The historic rides through the Forest of Windsor are reflected in the
road network today, and the wooded character of the area has been a
largely continuous feature of the wider area for many centuries. In
addition, the avenue approach to Ascot Place falls within this LCA. This
building is associated with baked beans tycoon H.J. "Jack" Heinz II who
were previous owners. Naturalness/tranquillity The woodlands
around Warfield Park, Englemere Pond and Chavey Down provide some
sense of naturalness and tranquillity, which is highly valued so close to
dense urban areas. The encroachment of development throughout,
which often visually intrudes on otherwise tranquil pockets of
woodland, reduces levels of apparent naturalness.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

The areas and features with higher relative value tend to be
fragmented and scattered – including pockets of bog, heathland,
meadows, reedswamp, woodland (especially semi-natural woodland),
the historic rides, and the south drive approach to Ascot Place.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

This can be described as a semi-rural suburban landscape. The
woodlands provide a sense of enclosure and rurality, but development
is scattered throughout.

Need

The mosaic of woodland which contributes to the sense of
naturalness and scenic quality of the area is protected through a large
number of individual and group TPOs. The avenue of trees along the
south drive approach to Ascot Place is protected by its status on the
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

Rare individual habitats such as bog, heathland, reedswamp and
semi-natural woodland are protected by Englemere Pond SSSI. Local
Wildlife Sites and a Local Nature Reserve.
The heritage interest in the landscape (the historic ride that leads to
Ascot Place) is protected as part of the Ascot Place Registered Park and
Garden.
The rural character of the area, and therefore the role it plays in
providing a physical and visual separation between Bracknell and
North Ascot is protected by Policy CS9 11 (Development on Land Outside
of Settlements) and Green Belt.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient

Although boundaries could be drawn around areas of woodland/ valued
habitats, these areas are already delineated by existing nature
conservation designations, and are relatively fragmented through the

11

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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Criteria

Response

size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

LCA.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The general rural character can be protected by the existing Green Belt
designation (covering the east of the LCA), as well as a Policy similar to
the first part of CS9 Development on Land Outside of Settlements for
the remainder of the area.
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LCA G1: Easthampstead Wooded Estates (image numbers relate to images in the LCA
report)

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-8: LCA G1: Easthampstead Wooded Estates
Criteria
Summary of indicators
of value

Response
Condition - Condition is variable with some relatively well managed
areas of woodland and efforts to reinstate hedgerows and hedgerow
trees (such as along Peacock Lane), although few parkland features
remain. Hedgerow loss is evidence in agricultural areas to the west,
although most areas of woodland present in historic maps from the 18th
century still survive today.
Rarity - Although this type of landscape is not particularly rare as a
whole, there are some individual features that are relatively rare
including a few ancient trees and ancient woodlands linked to Windsor
Forest.
Scenic quality/ beauty The woodland structure and remnant
parkland features provide some sense of place and aesthetic interest,
although the parkland features have been diluted over the years.
Function – The parkland landscape provides a setting to the Victorian
mansion at its heart. Parts of the area also provide enjoyment of the
landscape through its recreational function (i.e. Jennetts Park and
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Criteria

Response
public footpaths through the former estate). It also provides a
separation between Bracknell and Wokingham.
Cultural Associations The area has Royal associations being a former
Royal hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror, and
also providing Royal associations with Richard II, King Henry VII,
Catharine of Aragon and Henry VIII as a result of the presence of a
former hunting lodge in this area and its location in Windsor Forest.
Easthampstead Park was historically part of a large manorial estate
dating back to the early medieval period and provides an association
with Sir William Trumbull (1639-1716), a former Secretary of State,
who lived here.
Naturalness/tranquillity The woodlands in particular provide a sense
of naturalness and tranquillity, which is highly valued so close to dense
urban areas.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value
Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?
Need
(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

The parkland area including areas of woodland and surviving historic
buildings contribute to the value of the landscape, although these have
been eroded and diluted over the years.
The woodlands in particular provide a sense of naturalness and
tranquillity, which is highly valued so close to dense urban areas.

The woodlands which provide a sense of naturalness and contribute to
scenic quality are partly protected by group and individual TPOs, Local
Wildlife Sites and Ancient Woodland – this applies particularly to Big
Wood and West Garden Copse. However, the remnant woodland
associated with the park, and park features including the avenue
approach to the building, do not have protection.
Surviving historic buildings are protected by their listed status and
the surrounding landscape has some protection as a setting to the
listed buildings.
The general rural character of the area is encouraged by Policy
CS9 12 Land Outside Defined Settlement.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

The areas of woodland, remnant parkland features and historic
buildings form part of the former park which could be delineated on a
map.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

The wooded avenue that links Big Wood to the Conference Centre and
woodland surrounding the listed building are not currently protected,
and a tree survey for a potential TPO is recommended. It is considered
that the character of the parkland landscape could be protected
through a policy linked to the LCA building on the approach contained
in CS1(viii) & CS7(iii). In addition, a project to identify parks and

12

The first part of Policy CS9 – Development on Land Outside Settlements states “The Council will protect land outside settlements for
its own sake, particularly from development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land”. It is
recommended that the protection given by CS9 be carried forward into the new Local Plan.
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Criteria

Response
gardens worthy of a local listing (through the Berkshire Gardens Trust)
is recommended.
The general rural character of the area can be protected by a Policy
similar to the first part of CS9 Land Outside Defined Settlement.
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LCA G2: Sunninghill Wooded Estates (image numbers relate to images in the LCA
report)

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-9: LCA G2: Sunninghill Wooded Estates
Criteria
Summary of indicators
of value

Response
Condition - Condition is variable with some relatively well managed
areas of woodland and remaining parkland features including a large
number of veteran trees. Hedgerow loss is evidence in some places in
the centre of the area, although most areas of woodland present in
historic maps from the 18th century still survive today.
Rarity - Ancient woodlands, such as Paddock Wood, are relatively rare
features in the context of the UK.
Scenic quality/ beauty The woodland structure and remnant
parkland features provide some sense of place and aesthetic interest.
Function – Enjoyment of the landscape: limited areas with public
access.
Cultural Associations - The area has Royal associations being a
former Royal hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
Naturalness/tranquillity - The woodlands and trees restrict views
towards development and settlement in the wider area, providing a
sense of naturalness and tranquillity.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

Areas of woodland and landscape features associated with the former
designed landscapes.

Does it have an open

The LCA has a rural character with a sense of remoteness due to
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Criteria

Response

rural or undeveloped
character?

enclosure by woodland.

Need

The area is designated as green belt providing some protection from
development encroaching into the landscape.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

Areas of woodland are protected by Ancient Woodland (Paddock
Wood) and a group Tree Preservation Order (Emmet’s Wood and
Buckhurst Park). This group TPO also covers the tree structure
associated with the parkland landscape.
Although the features associated with Sunninghill Park are not
protected, the LCA is within the Windsor Great Park and Woodland
Biodiversity Opportunity Area which has targets for the management of
parkland and wood pasture and management of woodland.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

The areas of woodland and parkland occupy most of the LCA, although
each former park could be identified in its own right.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

The remnant parkland features associated with Sunninghill Park are not
currently protected (albeit they form part of a biodiversity opportunity
area which has targets for the management of parkland and wood
pasture and management of woodland). A project to identify parks and
gardens worthy of a local listing (through the Berkshire Gardens Trust)
is recommended.
The landscape character of the area could be protected through policy
linked to the LCA building on the approach contained in CS1(viii) &
CS7(iii).
The generally rural and undeveloped character can be protected by
existing Green Belt and a Policy similar to the first part of CS9
Development on Land Outside of Settlements.
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LCA H1 Windsor Great Park

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-10: LCA H1 Windsor Great Park
Criteria

Response

Summary of indicators
of value

Condition - This character area has a great sense of cohesion and
consistency in character as a result of it forming part of Windsor Great
Park whose extents are clearly identifiable. Inside the ancient park pale
is a well-managed landscape.
Rarity - Medieval hunting forests are now relatively rare in the UK. The
components of these landscapes, such as wood pasture, ancient
woodland and veteran trees are also relatively rare features in the
context of the UK. Windsor Forest as a whole has the highest density
of oak trees within the UK and possibly within Europe.
Scenic quality/ beauty - This area has a strong sense of place due to
associations with the Crown Estate and landscape features that relay
this royal connection, such as the historic parkland landscape, veteran
oak trees and estate buildings. This combination of features gives it
visual appeal and a high scenic quality.
Function – This area provides an important recreational resource as
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Criteria

Response
well as being a well preserved historic landscape at the national level.
Cultural Associations - This LCA forms part of Windsor Great Park,
a Grade I listed Historic Park and royal park of medieval origin which
forms part of the Royal Estate of Windsor. The park was later
landscaped, and contains gardens attached to four principal residences
within the park: Cumberland Lodge (qv), Royal Lodge (qv), Cranbourne
Lodge and Forest Lodge. The park forms part of the former Royal
hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
Naturalness/tranquillity - The area is tranquil and secluded,
providing an escape from modern life. The woodlands and trees
provide a sense of enclosure, and restrict views towards urban areas
within Bracknell. The only movement is related to cyclists, equestrian
and walkers using the area as a recreational resource.

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

The whole area forms part of the park and is therefore of equal (high)
value throughout.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

The area has a rural and undeveloped character. The woodlands and
trees provide a sense of enclosure, and restrict views towards urban
areas within Bracknell.

Need

The historic parkland landscape including wood pasture, ancient
woodland and veteran trees is protected by its designation as a
Registered Park and Garden (all of the LCA), Special Area of
Conservation (most of the LCA) and SSSI (most of the LCA).

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)

Windsor Forest and Great Park is protected at the European level as a
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) for its old acidophilous oak woods.

Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

This area of Windsor Great Park occupies the whole of the LCA (in fact
extends beyond the boundaries of the LCA) and is easy to identify on a
map.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

Since this area is already protected as a Registered Historic Park (all of
the LCA), Special Area of Conservation (most of the LCA) and SSSI
(most of the LCA) it is not considered that any additional protection is
required to protect the valued features of this LCA.
It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
The undeveloped character can be protected by the existing Green Belt
designation.
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LCA H2 Windsor Forest

Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100019488

Table 3-11: LCA H2 Windsor Forest
Criteria
Summary of indicators
of value

Response
Condition-. This area has a strong character and sense of cohesion
due to its continuous wooded nature. It has good cultural, ecological
and functional integrity as a result of its connections to Windsor Forest
and historic woodland, and is well managed. Built features are few and
far between, but those that exist are well integrated into the wooded
context. Although there are some areas of coniferous plantation and
the recently felled area of forest at Wood End, condition overall is good
Rarity.- Ancient woodland is relatively rare in the context of the UK.
Windsor Forest as a whole has the highest density of oak trees within
the UK and possibly within Europe..
Scenic quality/ beauty The beauty of the forest is due to the ancient
and broadleaved woodland and majestic trees that change through the
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Criteria

Response
seasons, and provide a link to the medieval Forest.
Function – This area provides an important forestry and biodiversity
resource, as well as a setting to Windsor Great Park (and visual
backdrop to views across the park), and a role in providing enjoyment
of the landscape through access to the forest.
Cultural Associations - The area has Royal associations being a
former Royal hunting ground created in C11 by William the Conqueror.
Naturalness/tranquillity - The area is tranquil and secluded,
providing an escape from modern life. The presence of broadleaf
woodland and lack of settlement enhance the sense of naturalness
while the presence of conifer plantations and roadside fences reduce
the sense of naturalness

Initial indication of
areas/ aspects with
greater relative value

The areas of broadleaf and ancient woodland are the most valued.
However, the area is a cohesive whole that forms part of Windsor
Forest and a setting to Windsor Great Park and is there all of relatively
higher value than some other parts of the Borough.

Does it have an open
rural or undeveloped
character?

The LCA has very little modern development and is enclosed by dense
woodland which blocks views of surrounding development.

Need

The undeveloped and wooded character of this area is protected by
its designation as Windsor Forest and Great Park SSSI and Windsor
Forest and Great Park Special Area of Conservation (SAC). It is also
falls within the Green Belt and contains ancient woodland.

(extent to which a
designation is needed
to retain valued
elements/features; are
other means of
protecting these values
available?)
Integrity (is the area
exhibiting valued
features of sufficient
size and coherent
enough to be able to
identify the boundary of
a designated area in
the development plan)

This area of woodland occupies the whole of the LCA and is easy to
identify on a map as a result of its consistently wooded nature.

Overall
recommendation with
suggested boundaries
(if relevant)

Since this area is already protected by SSSI and SAC (and contains
Ancient Woodland), it is not considered that any additional protection is
required to maintain its ancient woodland and majestic trees. In
addition, the area lies within Green Belt.
It is recommended that a policy linked to the landscape character
assessment, alongside existing designations, are sufficient to protect
the valued features of this LCA building on the approach contained in
CS1(viii) & CS7(iii).
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Recommendations on landscape designations
3.22

There is no guidance as to whether local landscape designations should be retained or not by
Local Planning Authorities. The review above reveals that existing (non-landscape) designations,
alongside the information contained in the Landscape Character Assessment, should be sufficient
to protect the valued features and characteristics of the landscapes across the Borough.
Furthermore there may be an argument for avoiding local landscape designations as areas that do
not fall within a designated area may become ‘devalued’, contrary to the aims of NPPF para. 109.

3.23

The best way to protect valued landscape features and characteristics is through a policy linked to
the LCA (which itself sets out the valued features and characteristics of each LCA). It is
recommended that a version of CS1 (i.e. to protect and enhance the character and quality of local
landscapes and the wider countryside), CS7 (i.e. to enhance the landscape) and CS9 (i.e. Council
will protect land outside settlements for its own sake, particularly from development that would
adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the land) are carried forward to the new
Local Plan and links to the LCA are made through such policies. An example of a policy linking to
landscape character assessment is included below.
Policy TB21 of Wokingham’s Borough’s Development Plan (Adopted Managing Development
Delivery Local Plan, February 2014)
“Proposals must demonstrate how they have addressed the requirements of the Council’s
Landscape Character Assessment, including the landscape quality; landscape strategy; landscape
sensitivity and key issues. Proposals shall retain or enhance the condition, character and features
that contribute to the landscape”.

3.24

The policy, or supporting text to the policy, should be made clear that all landscapes are valued
across Bracknell, for different reasons as set out in the LCA. This will ensure that NPPF Para 109 is
applied to all landscapes in the Borough.

3.25

In addition to the landscape character policy, there would be merit in considering a Green
Infrastructure policy to join up fragmented habitats and strengthen landscape features which are
often valued features of the LCAs. An example of such a policy is below:
North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (2008)
“One of the key objectives of the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy is to secure a net
gain in green infrastructure. Policy 5 of the Core Spatial Strategy is specific to green
infrastructure. The policy states that sub-regional green infrastructure corridors will connect
locations of natural and historic heritage, green space, biodiversity or other environmental
interest. The policy also states that these corridors will be protected through: – Not permitting
development that compromises their integrity and therefore that of the overall green
infrastructure framework; – Using developer contributions to facilitate improvements to their
quality and robustness; – Investing in enhancement and restoration where the opportunities
exist, and the creation of new resources where necessary. Policy 16 of the Spatial Strategy
concerns Sustainable Urban Extensions. It states that Master Plans for urban extensions should
make provision for a network of green spaces linking the area to the wider green infrastructure
framework”.

3.26

This study has revealed that there are some areas/features that are more vulnerable than others.
For example the rural and green landscape setting cabbage hill provides to Bracknell, and the
remnant parklands of Easthampstead, Sunninghill, and Buckhurst (as well as smaller parks in
LCAs C1, C2 and F1).

3.27

Cabbage Hill has been assigned as a potential site for the provision of Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace (SANG) and developers should be encouraged to demonstrate how their proposals
protect the valued features and characteristics of these areas as identified in the Council’s
Landscape Character Assessment.
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3.28

The remnant parklands of Easthampstead, Sunninghill and Buckhurst (plus others in LCAs C1, C2
and F1) could be protected through the LCA and /or historic landscape character assessment. It
is recommended that the Berkshire Gardens Trust identifies any parks and gardens that may
qualify for a local listing as a separate piece of follow-on work, and that a tree survey for a
potential TPO be carried out at Easthampstead Park (the avenue that links Big Wood to the
Conference Centre and woodland surrounding the listed building).

3.29

The character of the Warfield Park Mobile Home Site could continue to be protected through the
landscape character assessment, or a separate policy (similar to existing policy EN11), but this
policy should not be confused with a local landscape quality or value designation.

3.30

The character and function of river corridors could continue to be protected through a river
corridor specific policy (similar to EN14), but this should not be confused with a local landscape
quality or value designation.

3.31

Areas that show good historical intactness or great time depth could be identified as part of the
Historic Landscape Character Assessment, and protected through provision of a policy connected
to that assessment.
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4

Review of strategic and local gaps

Introduction
4.1

The brief required LUC to undertake a review of the strategic and local gaps identified in the
supporting text to Core Strategy (CS) Policy CS9. The geographic extent of the gaps are not
shown on the current Policies Map, only their general locations are shown on the Key Diagram
(Map 3) contained in the adopted Core Strategy.

4.2

The aim of this part of the study is therefore to:
•

Undertake a review of the strategic and local gaps identified in the Core Strategy and the
Entec Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedges (2006), produced to support the Core Strategy;

•

Consider whether the gaps are appropriate in light of
o the NPPF/ NPPG;
o the Site Allocations Local Plan;
o development planned in Wokingham Borough;
o the Inspector’s comments in his report on the Examination into the Core Strategy DPP
(2007).

•

Identify whether there are other areas within the Borough which would be suitable for gaps
including justification, based on the findings of the landscape character assessment;

•

If any strategic or local gaps are justified, identify (with rationale) any minimum size that is
required in terms of both visual and physical function;

•

Define the geographical extent of the gaps (as appropriate) for inclusion on the Policies Map.

What are gaps and what are they for?
4.3

Although gaps are not mentioned in the NPPF or associated guidance, Bracknell Forest describes
gaps in the Core Strategy in relation to Policy CS9 – see Table 4-3. In summary, the term ‘gaps’
is used to refer to areas of landscape between significant settlements that over time, if developed,
could potentially lead to the merging of settlements and the loss of individual settlement identity.
These areas are predominantly undeveloped and are often subject to development pressures i.e.
usually they are close to settlements.

4.4

Gaps are therefore a landscape function to prevent coalescence of distinct and separate
settlements, rather than being related to landscape quality or a policy to protect landscape
character; a similar idea as Green Belt but at a smaller scale. Gaps preserve the physical and
visual separation of settlements.

4.5

The accompanying text to policy CS9 also refers to gaps preventing the erosion of the countryside
and protecting the individual identities of settlements – although these seem to be secondary
functions (i.e. this is the result but not the aim of gaps – otherwise it would be possible to define
many other areas of gaps).
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History of gaps in the context of Bracknell Forest borough
The South East Plan (revoked 2013)
4.6

The South East Plan previously included a policy on strategic Gaps (Policy CC10b). The draft
South East Plan’s criteria for identifying strategic Gaps are listed in Table 4-1 13.
Table 4-1 South East Plan’s criteria for identifying strategic Gaps
“i) The gap will prevent the coalescence of settlements each with a resident population
greater than 10,000 persons.
ii) The gap must be no greater in size than is necessary, and in all cases no greater than five
miles at its widest point.”
The Berkshire Structure Plan (1991-2006)

4.7

The former Berkshire Structure Plan set out a strategic planning framework for Berkshire. Policy
DP7 was for Gaps and Green Wedges – an extract of the policy is provided in Table 4-2 14.
Table 4-2 Berkshire Structure Plan Policy DP7
“2. Local Gaps will be identified in local plans where there is a need:
(i) To protect the setting and identity of settlements and avoid their coalescence; or
(ii) To retain a coherent structure of settlement pattern; or
(iii) To retain the openness of an area; or
(iv) To provide access and recreational opportunities for adjacent communities.
3. Green Wedges will be identified in local plans as open land, which provides (or has the
potential to provide) landscape corridors between the countryside and the centres of urban
areas for informal recreation and for the movement of fauna.”

Bracknell Forest’s existing policies on gaps
4.8

Bracknell Forest’s existing policies are set out in the adopted Core Strategy (2008) and saved
policies of the Bracknell Forest Local Plan (2002). The Core Strategy Key Diagram is shown
overleaf:

13

As stated in Entec’s study: Entec, 2006: Bracknell Forest Borough Council – Landscape Analysis of Sites and Allocations and an
Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedges.

14

As stated in Entec’s study: Entec, 2006: Bracknell Forest Borough Council – Landscape Analysis of Sites and Allocations and an
Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedges.
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Map 4.1: Core Strategy Key Diagram (from adopted Bracknell Forest Core Strategy,
2008)

4.9

Policy CS9 in the Core Strategy is the main policy providing protection for gaps. An extract of
the policy is provided in Table 4-3.

4.10

Policy EN8 in the Saved Local Plan also provides protection for ‘Development on Land Outside
Settlements’. This report focuses on the Core Strategy policy however, as it is more recent.
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Table 4-3 Bracknell Forest Core Strategy Policy CS9 - Development on Land Outside
Settlements
“The Council will protect land outside settlements for its own sake, particularly from
development that would adversely affect the character, appearance or function of the
land; and
i. protect the defined gaps within or adjoining the Borough from development that would
harm the physical and visual separation of settlements either within or adjoining the
Borough; or
ii. maintain the Green Belt boundary within Bracknell Forest and protect the Green Belt
from inappropriate development”.
4.11

The supporting text for Policy CS9 (paragraph 119 onwards) states:
One of the functions of the countryside is to help preserve the physical and visual separation of
settlements by protecting the rural areas between them. The more effective of these areas,
those which prevent the coalescence of significant settlements with particular identities, are
called Gaps. The identification of Gaps is well supported by the local community as a method of
preventing the erosion of the countryside and protecting the individual identities of
settlements.
Bracknell Forest contains a number of distinct settlements separated by areas of open land.
The Council attaches great importance to the function of these areas as a means of maintaining
individual settlement identity. These predominantly undeveloped areas are often subject to
development pressures which if left unrestrained could over time lead to the merging of
settlements and the loss of individual identity. In order to protect their existing open and
undeveloped character, it is important that gaps are identified to steer development away from
those settlements where coalescence is a real threat.
The Submission South East Plan provides criteria for designating strategic gaps to ensure a
consistent approach by local authorities. The draft guidance restricts the size of strategic gaps
to five miles at their widest point and puts a lower limit on the size of the settlement (a
population of greater than 10,000) they can protect. It goes on to describe ‘local gaps’ which
do not meet the above criteria, but which nevertheless have an important role to play in
seeking to ensure local settlement identity.
The emerging Blackwater Valley Countryside Strategy 2006–2010 seeks to maintain the
Blackwater Valley as an important open gap between surrounding urban areas.
The following defined gaps were identified in June and July 2006 as part of a landscape
assessment of the development submissions in the Borough undertaken as part of the Site
Allocations DPD preparatory work:
Strategic Gaps:
Bracknell and Wokingham
Crowthorne and Bracknell
Sandhurst and Crowthorne
Sandhurst and Yateley
Local Gaps:
Bracknell and Binfield

4.12

The Site Allocations Local Plan helps implement the adopted Core Strategy. It identifies sites for
future housing and other development and, ensures that appropriate infrastructure is identified
and delivered alongside new development and also revises some designations on the policies
map. It was adopted by the council on 17 July 2013. The site allocations are shown on Figure
4.1.
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Review of existing gaps
Review of Entec’s Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedges 15 report
4.13

Entec produced a report in 2006 as part of the evidence base for Bracknell Forest Council. The
report includes an analysis of Gaps and Green Wedges. The analysis gives specific consideration
to physical and visual separation provided by the landscape and how development may harm the
character of the landscape and function of the Gaps/ Green Wedges. Although covered in Entec’s
report, the review of Green Wedges is outside the scope of this report. The gaps assessed by
Entec are shown below (Maps taken from Entec report):
Map 4.2: Gaps assessed by Entec in 2006 (from their report “Landscape Analysis of
Sites and Allocations and an Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedge”)

15

Entec, 2006: Bracknell Forest Borough Council – Landscape Analysis of Sites and Allocations and an Assessment of Gaps/ Green
Wedges.
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Map 4.3: Gaps assessed by Entec in 2006 (from their report “Landscape Analysis of
Sites and Allocations and an Assessment of Gaps/ Green Wedge”)

4.14

The method used by Entec in identifying strategic Gaps uses the criteria in the South East Plan
(see Table 4-1 above). Local Gaps are defined using Policy DP7 of the Berkshire Structure Plan
(see Table 4-2 above). There is also a list of secondary criteria that Entec considered in
providing a more detailed assessment to define the areas more precisely. This includes elements
such as whether landscape features are permanent, whether development may harm the
character of the landscape and whether there are opportunities for recreation or wildlife corridors.
The report identified 8 Gaps. Local Gaps were defined because the populations of the settlements
are less than 10,000, meaning they do not meet the criteria in the South East Plan. However, the
Inspector in their examination of the Core Strategy (2007) questioned the validity of 4 of the
Gaps and noted some errors. The Inspector’s comments on the report are considered in Table
4.5. in relation to each of Entec’s gaps in addition to consideration of the Site Allocations and in
more general terms, the purpose of the gap and whether it is required (including designations
that already protect the area of landscape) and identification of the key landscape features and
characteristics that contribute to its ‘gap’ function.
The Planning Inspectorate Report (2007) on the examination into the Core Strategy

4.15

The Planning Inspectorate Report (2007) on the examination into the Core Strategy discussed the
approach to gaps in the Core Strategy. In paragraph 115, they state:

4.16

“Given the clear identification of the locations of development in the CS; the national policy
protection provided via PPS7 for the countryside per se (which is repeated in CS9); and the fact
that the Council has not sought to revise the boundaries of the Green Belt (either by extension or
reduction), it is questionable whether it is necessary to identify Strategic and/or Local Gaps. PPS7
does not specifically mention gaps, neither does it categorically preclude them. Although the Draft
SEP includes a policy for Strategic Gaps the document is still emerging and still shaping.”

4.17

However, it should be noted that PPS7 and the South East Plan are no longer current in policy.

4.18

The Inspector acknowledged the history of gaps in Berkshire and agreed the need to protect the
setting and identity of settlements and avoid their coalescence (para. 135). The Inspector found
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some support for the broad location of some of the gaps but stated that the detailed boundaries
should be the subject of a future DP, joint with the other relevant local authorities, when they can
be subject to public consultation. The Inspector advised that the detailed boundaries of the gaps
should therefore be removed from the CS Proposals Maps.
4.19

The Inspector noted that there is support for keeping some of the gaps on the Key Diagram for
detailed consideration if the regional approach in the adopted RSS gives justification for them.
Such Gaps would be justified in accordance with “the provisions of the emerging RSS (SEP Policy
CC10b and paragraph 1.38); Berkshire Structure Plan 2001-2016 (Policy DP7); BFB Local Plan
(Policy EN8 wherein the word “function” subsumes “gap policy” from previous local plans);
consultation feedback from the Core Strategy Issues and Options Stage (in the Statement of
Compliance (LD004), The Report of Consultation at Regulation 25; and the Sustainability
Appraisal”.
The Planning Inspectorate Report (2013) on the examination into the Bracknell Forest
Site Allocations Local Plan

4.20

The Inspector’s report on the Site Allocations Local plan was prepared after the introduction of the
NPPF and it therefore gives useful insight into more recent trends within policy in relation to gaps.

4.21

The Inspector recommended the Council introduce precise settlement boundaries to define the
proposed urban extensions, with additional policy references to Strategic and Local Gaps. They
also recommended greater separation between the TRL site (policy SA5) and Bracknell’s built up
area (Non-Technical Summary, p.2) – this indicates that the presence of gaps is considered
appropriate.

4.22

The Inspector’s comments on the proposed site allocations in the context of the gaps is
summarised in Table 4.5.

NPPF/ NPPG
Are the gaps and accompanying policies appropriate in light of the NPPF/ NPPG?
4.23

The NPPF makes no reference to gaps but it recognises that planning should take account of the
different roles and character of different areas.

4.24

The NPPF emphasises the need for positive planning and it may therefore be better to plan
positively for such land, for example by ensuring it retains the character and local distinctiveness
of settlements and contributes to the borough’s green infrastructure (refer to Paragraph 3.25 of
this report).

Approach taken in neighbouring areas
Wokingham Borough
Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy (2010)
4.25

Wokingham Borough’s Core Spatial Strategy (2010) contains Policy CP11 Proposals outside
Development Limits (including countryside) which states:
“In order to protect the separate identity of settlements and maintain the quality of the
environment, proposals outside of development limits will not normally be permitted except
where:
•

It contributes to diverse and sustainable rural enterprises within the borough, or in the
case of other countryside based enterprises and activities, it contributes and/or promotes
recreation in, and enjoyment of, the countryside; and

•

It does not lead to excessive encroachment or expansion of development away from the
original buildings; and
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4.26

•

It is contained within suitably located buildings which are appropriate for conversion, or in
the case of replacement buildings would bring about environmental improvement; or

•

In the case of residential extensions, does not result in inappropriate increases in the
scale, form or footprint of the original building;

•

In the case of replacement dwellings the proposal must:
o

Bring about environmental improvements; or

o

Not result in inappropriate increases in the scale, form or footprint of the original
building.

•

Essential community facilities cannot be accommodated within development limits or
through the re-use/replacement of an existing building;

•

Affordable housing on rural exception sites in line with CP9”.

Policy CP11 is followed by the accompanying text in paragraphs 4.57 – 4.58:
“Restricting development outside of development limits also helps protect the separate identity of
settlements and maintain the quality of the borough's environment which is recognised in the
Audit Report. Preventing the proliferation of development in areas away from existing
development limits is important, as they are not generally well located for the facilities and
services. Proposals for development, which would be an increase over what currently exists
(outside development limits) are likely to lead to increased use of the private car as they are
poorly served by other transport modes contrary to Policy CP6. Proposals may be able to address
deficiencies in accessibility to services through contributions in line with Policy CP4.
Proposals for agricultural workers dwellings will need to demonstrate that they comply with this
policy and PPS7. Community facilities are listed in paragraph 4.17. The Council recognises the role
of leisure and recreational activities (that do not require significant buildings) to maintain the
character of the countryside. Cemeteries can also perform this role. Proposals within the Green
Belt must also comply with PPG2 and Policy CP12.”

4.27

In addition to this policy, Wokingham’s Core Strategy Diagram shows ‘zig-zags’ which indicate
settlement separation (see reproduction of the Key Strategy Diagram overleaf for diagram).
These symbols are explained in Policies CP18-21 of the Adopted Core Strategy Development Plan
Document (2010), which includes the wording:
“The need to maintain separation of Wokingham from Binfield/Bracknell and Winnersh reflects the
Core Strategy’s Spatial Issues (paragraph 2.68) and Spatial Vision (paragraphs 3.1 and 3.5)
together with the adopted Bracknell Forest Core Strategy (policies CS4 and CS9 together with
paragraph 123). The maintenance of the separation of Wokingham from the other settlements
reflects the approach of the Core Strategy’s Spatial Issues and Spatial Vision. The study of Gaps
and Green Wedges in the borough has found that it is essential to maintain them and this reflects
the Community Strategy and Audit Report.”
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Map 4.4: Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy Key Diagram (2010)

Report on the Examination into The Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy Development Plan
Document, 2009
4.28

The Inspector recommended the deletion of the submitted policy CP13 – Gaps, which was
subsequently removed from Wokingham’s Core Strategy. The reason gaps were not retained was
they were not seen to be in line with the SE Plan by the inspector – the SE Plan gap policy was
itself removed by the SoS – and the use of gaps was seen as unduly restrictive by the Inspector.
The Inspector noted that “carrying forward the detailed gaps shown on the WDLP would be unduly
restrictive and would not work with regard to land within the Strategic Development Locations
(SDLs).” Furthermore, the Inspector felt that specific strategic gap policies needed to make a
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convincing case for identifying gaps and defining their boundaries, as recommended by the
Inspector of the council’s previous Core Strategy in the report (CD.03.03.04) 16.
4.29

The following extract is from the Inspector’s report:
“The CS contained a policy to preserve gaps between settlements which has been carried forward
from the previous Wokingham District Local Plan (WDLP). The general principle of retaining
settlement identity is widely supported, although the SEP now contains no policy framework for
such designations. I have concluded that the CS policy as submitted was not consistent with
regional policy and the proposals for growth in the SDLs. I deal with this fully as an individual
issue in section 7, where I reason that the protection of settlement identity could be secured in a
different way.” (Paragraph 3.7)

4.30

“Although I recommend the deletion of Gaps Policy CP13 below, I endorse the commitment to
maintaining the separate identities of the three settlements, which received strong support in
principle from virtually all those who commented on the CS at all stages in its evolution.” (para.
5.22).

4.31

The following paragraphs are reproduced from section 7:
“Policy CP13 seeks to continue from Policy WCC2 of the WDLP an additional layer of protection for
those parts of the countryside between settlements, to protect their identity. Through Policy CC6
the SEP endorses the creation of sustainable and distinctive communities but does not include any
policy which specifically allows for gaps; indeed the former Policy CC10b – Strategic gaps was
deleted from the final version of the SEP by the SoS. Paragraph 21.9 of the SEP refers to policy in
PPS7, which relates to the protection of landscapes rather than the partly different matter of
settlement identity. LPAs are advised to review any gap policies in the context of that guidance
and to ensure that there is no duplication with policies to protect the green belt. The reason given
for the deletion was to ensure that LPAs manage development needs in a pro-active way rather
than rely on restrictive controls which may prevent sustainable development.
[7.4] The local community and many representors are agreed that the protection of the local
identity of the settlements in the Borough is a sound objective. Given the pattern of development
that exists in the Borough south of the green belt, where a number of settlements are close
together, I recognise that some form of local designation to protect particularly sensitive areas
from development that leads to the coalescence of towns and villages may be appropriate.
However, I share the concerns of some developers that the CS mechanism of a policy based on
the detailed gaps shown on the WDLP, carried forward into the new proposals map, is unduly
restrictive. The Council has already recognised that such an approach would not work with regard
to land within the SDLs, as indicated in change D29. Although these areas cover some land that
should be retained as a gap between settlements, the master planning process will identify which
parts of the SDLs should be developed, subject to criteria in Policies CP19-22 and accompanying
text in Appendix 7.
[7.5] While the adjoining Bracknell Forest Borough CS has a policy that refers to the protection of
gaps, that was approved before the SEP had been finalised. I note the report of previous WDLP
inspector that gaps had not been revised for some time. The Council commissioned a study of all
existing gaps and potential new gaps which concluded in 2006 (CBA study CD 10/04), with
recommendations for no major changes to the defined areas. A further study (CD10/08) assessed
three gaps in the light of a clear need to provide more housing outside the urban areas, to inform
the strategy for the SDLs.
[7.6] Having considered the matter carefully I have come to the conclusion that policy as stated is
too restrictive, not just with regard to the SDLs. Some expansion of designated major/modest/
limited settlements is likely to be required to provide the 1,000 dwellings from that source. In the
interim period while the Housing Sites Allocations DPD is being prepared, the countryside would
be protected by the application of Policy CP11, which would prevent any coalescence of
settlements. I therefore recommend that Policy CP13 be deleted along with the saved gaps on the
Proposals Map and in the SDLs [IC3]. I agree that the critical gaps in the SDLs should be shown
on the CS key diagram on the lines as originally set out in the Council’s proposed change [D61]. I
recommend that the issue of identifying any other key gaps should be addressed as part of the

16

Report on the Examination into The Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy Development Plan Document, 2009
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Site Allocations DPD, when the justification for any gaps and the precise definition of boundaries
could be re-examined with proper public scrutiny.”
Managing Development Delivery Document (Local Plan), Wokingham Borough, 2014
4.32

The Managing Development Delivery (MDD) Document provides a greater level of detail about
how the vision in the Core Strategy will be delivered in practice. It was adopted on 21 February
2014. The MDD defines the ‘Settlement Separation Areas’ in the glossary as:
“Areas between settlements where there is the greatest risk of settlement coalescence which are
kept free from significant levels of development to help retain the gap between and distinct
character of different settlements. The Council and the local community attach great importance
to the function of these areas as a means of maintaining individual settlement identity. These
areas will help to retain the separation areas between settlements within the Borough and with
those between settlements in the Borough and settlements outside the Borough.”
Hart District

4.33

The Council withdrew the Local Plan: Core Strategy 2011-2029 on 30 September 2013. A new
Local Plan Strategy and Sites document is being prepared as quickly as possible. A note of a
meeting between Keith Holland (DCLG) and the Council on 30th March 2015 states that “The
designation of new Green Belt in Hart will not be appropriate since they are designed for cities
and larger town/conurbations. Local designations such as ‘gaps’ are more likely to be justified”.
This indicates there is likely to be use of such a designation in Hart.

4.34

In the meantime Policy CON 19 Strategic Gaps – General Policy is a saved Policy. This Policy
states:
“Development will not be permitted which would diminish the following defined strategic gaps
physically or visually:
(i) The Blackwater Gap between the Blackwater Valley Towns (Aldershot to Yateley) and the
County Boundary; and
(ii) Fleet and Aldershot/Yateley”.

4.35

The supporting text states:
“Strategic Gaps are designated to protect those areas of land which have particular importance as
open and undeveloped land; important in terms of the structure of the settlement pattern at a
strategic level and providing a clear visual and physical break in the built environment. They keep
individual settlements separate and distinct but may also have other benefits for local
communities as areas with recreation, amenity, and / or nature conservation value. Strict control
of development is necessary if their importance is to be maintained.
These strategic gaps have a long-term importance and once fixed in local plans their boundaries
should be altered only in exceptional circumstances. Within this densely urbanised part of northeast Hampshire, there are substantial areas of open or undeveloped land which are of
fundamental importance for shaping the strategic settlement pattern. They perform a role in
providing extensive breaks in this large conurbation and their importance is a reflection of their
size and extent. In north-east Hampshire the towns are part of a larger urban area of around
300,000 people, interspersed with open and undeveloped land, which extends both sides of the
County boundary. In Surrey and Berkshire, development stretches in an almost unbroken
crescent, paralleling the River Blackwater, from Farnham to Sandhurst and beyond. Pressures
threatening further coalescence are considerable, particularly along the river valley itself. Over
the years, development has reduced the amount of open land between the Blackwater Valley
Towns. In many, this remaining open land is dominated visually by urban features. Fleet is a
large town with a distinct and separate identity, which over recent years has experienced
peripheral pressures for development towards the Blackwater Valley Towns. Strategic gaps
between these towns and Fleet will help to prevent coalescence in this part of the conurbation.
Attention is drawn to the fact that a number of site-specific proposals occur within the defined
strategic gaps. These include sites at DERA, Pyestock and Clarks Farm, Darby Green. These are
generally instances where there is already development and the Plan proposals seek to address
the development options for each site within the context of the gaps that they fall within.
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It should be noted that where gaps cross District boundaries, as is the case with the Fleet to
Farnborough/Aldershot gap and the Yateley/Blackwater to County Boundary gap, similar
designations exist on the other side of the boundary”.
Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead
4.36

The Development Plan for Windsor and Maidenhead consists of the Local Plan, Maidenhead Town
Centre Area Action Plan, Minerals and Waste Plans, South East Plan policy NRM6 - Thames Basin
Heaths and adopted (or "made") neighbourhood plans. There currently is one neighbourhood
plan, the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan that has been made part of the
development plan.

4.37

Gaps are not mentioned in the Local Plan Adopted 2003. However, gaps between villages have
been identified at a local scale to protect the semi-rural, non-urban character of the area in the
Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan (Adopted April 2014), as shown below.
Map 4.5: Gaps shown on the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan
(Adopted April 2014)

4.38

The draft NP/EN2 – Gaps Between Villages states that “Development proposals in the identified
gaps between villages, as defined in Map 8, that will reduce the openness of these gaps or reduce
the separation of built areas will not be permitted”. However at the examination the examiner
stated “This approach is more onerous than Green Belt policy. It does not allow for special
circumstances. It does not recognise the kind of development that would, in the Green Belt for
example, not necessarily be inappropriate development. It does not allow for development which
may, for example, reduce the separation of built areas but still be sustainable. I can find no
precedent for such an approach in the Framework and none is set out before me” and “I consider
that Policy NP/EN2 does not have regard to the Framework. It does not contribute towards the
achievement of sustainable development. Consequently, as worded, it does not meet the Basic
Conditions. Further to this, I note that Green Belt already appears to separate all of the villages.
Consequently, the role of separation is already largely performed, but in a manner compatible
with national planning policy. On the above basis, I recommend replacing Policy NP/EN2 with a
positively worded policy that addresses the Gaps in a manner which meets the Basic Conditions.
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Taking into account other policies in the Neighbourhood Plan and some of my recommendations
below, I consider that there is scope to replace NP/EN2 with an approach which addresses the
protection of the Gaps in a less onerous manner. For example, the Neighbourhood Plan could
require development proposals to demonstrate how they might reinforce the positive
characteristics identified within the Gaps. This could then allow for sustainable development,
whilst achieving the aims identified through consultation” 17.
4.39

The resulting Policy NP/EN1 – GAPS BETWEEN VILLAGES now states:
“Any development proposals in the identified gaps between villages, as defined on Map 7, should
be located and designed to maintain the separation of the villages and to complement the
relevant landscape characteristics of the gaps, through: (a) Locating structures where they will be
viewed against existing built form (b) Retaining the proportion and scale of built structures and
the space between them (c) Reference to the built vernacular of the neighbourhood area (d)
Conservation and restoration of traditional boundary treatments; and (e) Use of appropriate plant
species in a comprehensive landscape scheme with appropriate boundary treatments to integrate
with the rural character Wherever possible, development should deliver enhancements to the
landscape character”.

17

A Report to the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead of the Examination into the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale
Neighbourhood Plan by Independent Examiner, Nigel McGurk BSc(Hons) MCD MBA MRTPI
[http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/public/pp_ascot_np_examiners_report.pdf]
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Assessment of gaps set out in Entec’s report
4.41

This section considers the gaps set out on the Bracknell Forest Core Strategy Key Diagram, which
are derived from Entec’s report ‘Landscape Analysis of Sites Allocations and An Assessment of
Gaps/ Green Wedges (2006) and analyses these in light of evidence in the Entec report, the
Inspectors’ comments on the Core Strategy (2007), Bracknell’s Site Allocations as set out in the
Site Allocations Local Plan (2013), Inspector’s comments on the Site Allocations Local Plan (2013)
and information from the recently completed Bracknell Forest Landscape Character Assessment
(2015) to come to a recommendation for each gap. It should be noted that Gap 8 in the Entec
report is not included as the area now falls within the settlement boundary of Bracknell
Table 4-4: Binfield Gap (Entec - Gap 1)
Purpose: to separate 2 areas of Binfield
(Entec erroneously described it as
separating Binfield from Bracknell)

Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
Clear separate identity to the two settlements of Bracknell and Binfield and a gap would help prevent their
coalescence [NB: this should read that there is separate identity to the two parts of Binfield].
Openness of the land east of Binfield – little built development, dominated by the Blue Mountain Golf Course
(with some built structures) – it is primarily open.
Several rights of way and public access routes through the area.
Visually sensitive due to the undulating topography and openness of the area.
However, development (albeit of lower density) along Popeswood and St Marks Road gives the perception
that the two settlements are connected – there is already some connection.
Visual separation between the settlements due to contrasting land uses and tree cover. Views of Bracknell
are limited by tree cover; primary views are to the east. Green verges and tree cover along the boundary
road provides a gradual transition.
Land between the B3018 and the footpath running west of Binfield Manor can be defined as part of a Green
Wedge – Entec do not consider both functions necessary.
Given the continuity of the Green Wedge associated with the Cut watercourse, this would be the preferable
designation to afford the land.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
Entec Study has erroneously identified Gap 1 as between Bracknell and Binfield when it is in fact between
two parts of Binfield.
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Binfield does not have a settlement boundary of its own distinct from Bracknell, and they have already
coalesced to the south and east of Binfield.
The Inspector noted “The area to the east of Binfield and the north of Bracknell is largely dominated by the
Blue Mountain Golf Course, which is a public golf course. I accept that it is important to retain the openness
of the area particularly in the light of the CS5 urban extension. Furthermore, it would be desirable to retain
the settlement pattern, such as it exists, to prevent further coalescence. As such, there is some support for
Local Gap 1.” (para. 122)
Site Allocations 18 – are the gaps still fit for
purpose?
Policy SA7, Land at Blue Mountain, Binfield.
This allocation is an urban extension, which covers
nearly the whole of the Gap 1 identified by Entec,
with the exception of the land at and immediately
east of Newbold College Registered Park and
Garden.
“Allocated for a comprehensive well designed mixeduse development that maintains a gap between
Binfield and Bracknell, including the following…
Maintenance of a gap between Binfield and Bracknell
(comprising on-site open space and/or SANG)…” 19
Includes 400 residential units, educational facilities,
community hub, football ground, on-site open space
and/or SANG.
A settlement boundary has been defined in
accordance with the request from the Inspector’s
report to provide more certainty about the intended
location of built development.
The illustrative concept plan shows open space
illustrated at the northern end that wraps around the
east and west sides of the development.
[Image to the right is from Bracknell Forest Council’s
Site Allocations Local Plan, 2013]

Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
The potential to retain open land within the wider allocation, and the possibility of accommodating a primary
and secondary school improved its score. Well-related to the urban area.
The site is separated from residential development to the south by a distributor road (Temple Way). The
development now intended would extend development into presently open land – “as such, the site’s
existing character would be substantially changed” (para. 103).
The SALP has been prepared in the context of the need to meet the CS housing requirement. Extensions to
the urban area are not ruled out in principle. Such developments will inevitably change the character of the
land involved. “However, for the reasons set out above, I am satisfied that the site selection methodology is
sufficiently robust to justify the principle of development in this broad location.”
In the present case, the SA7 site boundary would effectively straddle the full width of the Local Gap.
However it is intended that built development would be located towards the southern part of the site. Land
to the north of the suggested educational buildings would remain open, intended to be used as playing
fields/ SANG/ open space – which would not be dissimilar in character to the land’s existing recreational
nature. A clear visual separation would be maintained between the northern wing of Binfield and the
northern edge of the urban extension. The area of development would be well set back from the site’s
eastern boundary – taking into account the land around Binfield Manor and the undeveloped western end of
the SA9 allocation, this would be sufficient to ensure a substantial degree of separation between Binfield and
the development at Warfield.

Information from LCA

18
19

Site Allocations Local Plan, Bracknell Forest Council, 2013
Site Allocations Local Plan, Bracknell Forest Council, 2013
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Site falls within LCA C1. The open and rural character of this landscape which provides a rural buffer to the
settlements of Binfield and north Bracknell, and provides a sense of separation between Binfield and the
allocation at Blue Mountain, the woodlands and copses, hedgerows, historic parkland landscapes (including
Newbold College Registered Park), the Cut River valley that punctuates Bracknell and forms a rural buffer
and sense of separation between Binfield and the allocation north of Bracknell (Warfield), the rural character
of the villages, rural lanes and Cabbage Hill that provides an important wooded skyline and provide a rural
landscape setting to Bracknell are noted as valued features and characteristics in the LCA.

Recommendation
LCA C1 states “Conserve the open and rural character to the settlements of Binfield and north Bracknell and
maintain a sense of separation between Binfield and the allocation at Blue Mountain” (para. 7.25). The
separation function is also referred to in indicators of value relating to LCA C1 (Table 3.3 of this document)
that forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
It is recommended that the area between Binfield and Bracknell should continue to form a gap/separation
function. However, as the area does not separate two distinct settlements, it cannot be included as a
strategic gap. Instead, it is recommended that the area forms a ‘green wedge’ (as shown in Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area marked ‘gap 1’ (the open and rural character of this landscape which provides a rural
buffer to the settlements of Binfield and north Bracknell, and provides a sense of separation between Binfield
and the allocation at Blue Mountain; the woodlands and copses; hedgerows; historic parkland landscapes,
and the rural character of the villages & rural lanes).
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Binfield and the allocation at Blue Mountain,
extending eastwards across the Cut to emphasise the area’s role in separating Binfield from north Bracknell,
as well as separating the proposed Blue Mountain urban extension and the proposed growth area north of
Bracknell (‘Warfield’), as set out in Bracknell Forest’s Site Allocations Local Plan (July 2013). The suggested
area for this green wedge is shown on Figure 4.3.
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Table 4-5 Binfield/ Bracknell – Wokingham Gap (Entec Gaps 2 and 3)
Purpose: To separate Binfield and
Bracknell from Wokingham

(NB gap 3 merges
into gap 5 to the south – no definitive line is shown)
Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
Gap 2: To separate Binfield from Wokingham, and in part, to separate Bracknell from Binfield [the latter
point was disputed by the Inspector as it in fact separates the 2 parts of Binfield]. Wokingham and Binfield
are distinct settlements
The area is open in character although the A329(M) passes between Binfield and Wokingham.
The area is largely in agricultural or woodland use as far as the Borough boundary, with a small number of
isolated farms and other properties.
The area provides physical separation between development at Binfield and Wokingham due to the relatively
large area of countryside when amalgamated with adjacent landscapes in Wokingham District. It also
provides physical separation between the western side of Binfield and Bracknell.
There is a physical gap of about 1 mile between Binfield and Wokingham which extends into Wokingham
District. There is considerable visual separation provided by agricultural land and tree cover. Combined with
adjacent land in Wokingham District this area provides an important gap protecting the separate identity of
Binfield from Wokingham. The Gap comprises a defined area of mainly agricultural land between Foxley Lane
and the B3408. This provides a coherent area which separates Bracknell and Wokingham. The parkland
landscape at Popes Manor also provides a buffer between Binfield and Bracknell.
Gap 3: Significant physical and visual separation south of the A329.
Despite the presence of an urban feature in the form of the A329(M) the perception when travelling towards
Bracknell is that the rural area continues alongside the B3408 beyond the junction.
As part of the Amen Corner area lies in Wokingham District, close co-ordination with the neighbouring
authority is essential.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
Gap 2: Agree that Gap 2 serves to separate 2 major conurbations of Wokingham and Binfield. Would be
illogical for the gap to be a local gap where the opposite gap in Wokingham is a Strategic Gap. Therefore
Gap 2 should be a Strategic Gap.
Gap 3 is important to maintain the distinctly separate identities of the large settlements of Wokingham and
Bracknell and to prevent coalescence.
Concur that BFBC should retain land to the west of Amen corner as undeveloped.
Whilst the CS4 urban extension extends to the boundary, the AAP will explore options for maintaining a gap
in this location.
Should be defined in a future joint LDD with Wokingham BC.
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Site Allocations 20 – are the gaps still fit for
purpose?
SA 6: Land at Amen Corner (North), Binfield
“allocated for a comprehensive well designed
development that maintains a gap between Binfield,
Wokingham and Bracknell”
Residential units, on-site open space and SANG.
This covers the southern half of Gap 2 identified by
Entec but maintains a slither adjacent to the
borough boundary and to the west of Murrell Hill
Lane.
SA 8: Land at Amen Corner (South), Binfield
“allocated for a comprehensive well designed mixeduse development that maintains a gap between
Wokingham and Bracknell, including residential
units, employment, neighbourhood centre and
primary school, On-site open space and Suitable
Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG).”
The majority of the SANG/ open space is located
within Wokingham borough.
The Amen Corner Supplementary Planning
Document (2010) also provides some protection in
policy for maintaining the gap and recognising
landscape sensitivity.
Wokingham SDLs:
CP20 North Wokingham SDL 21.
“Within the area identified at North Wokingham, a
sustainable, well designed mixed use development
will be delivered by 2026… 5) Measures to maintain
separation from Binfield/Bracknell and Winnersh…”
The development will be guided by a Development
Brief Supplementary Planning Document produced
with the involvement of stakeholders including all
interested landowners in the area covered by the
Strategic Development Location as defined on the
Proposals Map.
The SPD shows the boundary of the SDL extending
as far as Coppid Beech roundabout, with potential
for a park and ride at the location nearest to
Bracknell Forest borough. This area closest to the
borough does not illustrate residential development.
CP21 – South Wokingham Strategic
Development Location
“Within the area identified at south Wokingham, a
sustainable, well designed mixed use development
will be delivered by 2026 including…
4) Measures to maintain separation from
Binfield/Bracknell…”
“4.93 The boundaries of the development shown in
the concept plan (appendix 7) have had regard to
the landscape features, topography and the potential
pressure for further development south of the town.
Development further south and east of this location
would encroach into the gaps separating Wokingham
from Binfield/Bracknell, Finchampstead North and
Pinewood (Crowthorne) contrary to the Core
Strategy’s Spatial Issues (paragraph 2.68) and

20
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Site Allocations Local Plan, Bracknell Forest Council, 2013
Wokingham Core Strategy
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Spatial Vision (paragraphs 3.1 and 3.5). The former
and latter gaps also accord with the adopted
Bracknell Forest Core Strategy (policies CS4 and CS9
together with paragraph 123). The study of Gaps
and Green Wedges found that it is essential to
maintain them and this reflects the Community
Strategy and Audit Report.”

Extract showing Wokingham SDLs:

[Images to the right are from Bracknell Forest
Council’s Site Allocations Local Plan, 2013]

Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
Open land would remain within Wokingham Borough between the site and the dual carriageway (the A329),
which largely separates it from the remainder of that Borough. This area is proposed for settlement
separation rather than development in WBC’s submission.
Satisfied that an adequate gap would be maintained.

Information from LCA
Gap 2 falls within LCA C1. The quiet and rural character including hedgerows and hedgerow trees, Popes
Meadow, and the role that this are plays in providing a gap between Binfield and Wokingham are noted as
valued features and characteristics in the LCA.
Gap 3 falls within LCA G1. The tranquil and undeveloped character of the area that contrasts with the urban
centre of Bracknell and provides a separation between Bracknell and Wokingham, mature woodland, semiimproved grassland, remnant parkland features, historic buildings, and network of public footpaths are noted
as valued features and characteristics in the LCA.

Recommendation
SA6 and SA8 now clearly separate gap 2 from gap 3.
Gap 2:
LCA C1 states “Conserve the open and rural qualities of the landscape to the west of Binfield that create a
sense of separation or ‘gap’ between the settlements of Binfield and Wokingham to the west” (para. 7.25).
The separation function is also referred to in indicators of value relating to LCA C1 (Table 3.3 of this
document) that forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that this area should continue to form a gap/separation function (as shown
in Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area marked ‘gap 2’ including the quiet and rural character of the area, the network of
hedgerows and hedgerow trees, Popes Meadow, and the role that this are plays in providing a gap between
Binfield and Wokingham.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Binfield and the administrative boundary qith
Wokingham, north of strategic allocation 6, as shown on Figure 4.3.
Gap 3:
LCA G1 states “Protect the relative tranquillity of the area which contrasts with, and provides a valuable
respite from, the adjacent developed areas as well as providing separation from Wokingham” (para. 11.22).
The separation function is also referred to in indicators of value relating to LCA G1 (Table 3.8 of this
document) that forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that this area should continue to form a gap/separation function (as shown
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in Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area marked ‘gap 3’ including the tranquil and undeveloped character of the area that
contrasts with the urban centre of Bracknell and provides a separation between Bracknell and Wokingham,
mature woodland, semi-improved grassland, remnant parkland features, historic buildings, and its
recreational function.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Bracknell and the administrative boundary with
Wokingham, south of strategic allocation 8 and north of strategic allocation 5, as shown on Figure 4.3.
NB –Wokingham Borough’s Core Strategy Diagram shows ‘zig-zags’ to indicate settlement separation.
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Table 4-6: Bracknell-North Ascot (Entec Gap 4)
Purpose: to separate Bracknell from North
Ascot

Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
The area between the two settlements provides physical separation although this is more limited due to the
existing clusters of development in the area.
Visual separation is enhanced by the amount of woodland cover which prevent views between the two
settlements. There is some potential to link into the recreational area at Lily Hill Park.
Whilst in principle the landscape has a moderate-high capacity to absorb development, the potential loss of
woodland cover could impact on the visual separation which exists.
On the western side the transition between urban and rural character is more gradual, however this does
make defining boundaries less clear. The boundary has been defined to broadly follow the urban edge of
Bracknell, although the Warfield Park mobile home site, due to its high level of woodland cover is more akin
to the adjacent wooded areas to the east and therefore the boundary would be better defined based on the
edge of the more suburban estates to the north east of Bracknell.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
Bracknell and Ascot have very distinct and separate identities. The area closest to Bracknell and therefore
most under threat of coalescence is North Ascot. However, North Ascot is separated from Bracknell by the
Green Belt. The proposed Gap 4 would more serve to separate Bracknell from the settlements of Chavey
Down, Winkfield Row and Hayley Green – therefore there is insufficient support for Gap 4.
Site Allocations 22 – are the gaps still fit for
purpose?
n/a
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Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
n/a

Information from LCA
Most of Gap 4 falls within LCA F1. The continuous network of woodland, the areas of natural and
undeveloped character which provide physical and visual separation between the urban area of Bracknell
and the suburban areas of North Ascot and a rural setting to smaller settlements such as Winkfield Row,
ponds, pastoral fields, views across clearings, former rides and public access are noted as valued features
and characteristics in the LCA.
The southern forested section falls within LCA A1. The extensive areas of forest and woodland, undeveloped
character, remnant heathland and natural broadleaf woodland, historic features, enclosed character, framed
views and recreational areas are noted as valued features and characteristics in the LCA.

Recommendation
LCA F1 states “Protect the function that the area provides in forming a physical and visual separation or
‘gap’ between the urban area of Bracknell and the suburban areas of North Ascot, as well as the smaller
settlements such as Chavey Down and Winkfield Row in between” (para. 10.21). The separation function is
also referred to in the indicators of value relating to LCA F1 (Table 3.7 of this document) that forms part of
the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that this area should continue to form a gap/separation function (as shown
in Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area including the continuous network of woodland, the areas of natural and undeveloped
character which provide physical and visual separation between the urban area of Bracknell and the
suburban areas of North Ascot as well as smaller settlements such as Chavey Down and Winkfield Row,
ponds, pastoral fields, views across clearings, former rides, historic features, and recreational areas.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Bracknell and North Ascot. This would also
surround and divide Chavey Down and Winkfield Row from each other and from Bracknell and North Ascot,
as shown on Figure 4.3.
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Table 4-7: Crowthorne-Bracknell Gap (Entec – Gap 5)
Purpose: to separate Bracknell from
Crowthorne

Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
There is a strong physical and visual separation between these settlements. Extensive woodland cover
enhances the sense of separation between the two settlements.
There is significant recreational potential afforded by the public access land to the north of Broadmoor
Hospital.
The Crowthorne Business Estate including TRL constitutes substantial built development in the gap although
again its impact is reduced due to its woodland setting.
Development at the Crowthorne Business Estate could potentially be accommodated without harming the
function of the gap, although this would need to be subject to more detailed landscape assessment.
Any further loss of woodland cover may affect the perception of separation between Bracknell and
Crowthorne.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
Crowthorne’s identity is distinctly different from Bracknell. Gap 5 would retain the separation between the
two settlements.
Agree that development at the Crowthorne Business Estate could potentially be accommodated without
harming the function of the gap.
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Site Allocations 23 – are the gaps still fit for
purpose?
SA 5: Land at Transport Research Laboratory,
Crowthorne
“allocated for a comprehensive well designed mixeduse development that maintains a gap between
Crowthorne and Bracknell”
The illustrative concept plan for the site includes
open space around the eastern and northern edges
of the site, closest to Bracknell, implying that the
trees in these locations would be retained. This
wooded belt is vital to the visual separation between
the two settlements, but if retained, the gap is likely
to remain fit for purpose.
[Images to the right are from Bracknell Forest
Council’s Site Allocations Local Plan, 2013]

Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
SA5: “The site lies outside existing settlement boundaries and within the broad area of the Strategic Gap
between Crowthorne and Bracknell identified by CS policy CS9. “
“On the CS Key Diagram, the Strategic Gap symbol crosses the TRL site. This is an indicative notation rather
than a precise definition. Nevertheless, there is a clear policy intention that a gap between Crowthorne and
Bracknell should be retained.”
Landscape reports produced to inform the site proposals “highlight the importance of retaining the existing
wooded character of these areas as an important landscape feature of this part of the Borough and the
Strategic Gap.”
“Development in the far eastern corner of the site, within 500m from Bracknell’s urban edge, would be
within a visually sensitive area and ‘pinch point’ at the narrowest area between settlements. Separation of
settlements would not in this case, be achieved”.
NB The revised illustrative concept plan shows the developed area in a revised location, at least 500m from
the nearest part of Bracknell’s urban area. The Inspector was satisfied that this would allow the retention of
sufficient woodland and open space to maintain a physical gap and the perception of a gap, particularly
when viewed from Nine Mile Ride.

Information from LCA
Gap 5 falls within LCA A1. The extensive areas of forest and woodland (which form a physical and visual
separation between Crowthorne and Bracknell), undeveloped character, remnant heathland and natural
broadleaf woodland, historic features, enclosed character, framed views and recreational areas are noted as
valued features and characteristics in the LCA.

Recommendation
LCA A1 states “Protect the undeveloped wooded character of the area between Crowthorne and Bracknell
which provides a physical and visual separation or ‘gap’ between settlements” (para. 5.20). The separation
function is also referred to in the indicators of value relating to LCA A1 (Table 3.1 of this document) that
forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that a separation between Bracknell and Crowthorne should be maintained
23
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(as indicated in Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area including the extensive areas of forest and woodland (which form a physical and visual
separation between Crowthorne and Bracknell), undeveloped character, remnant heathland and natural
broadleaf woodland, historic features, enclosed character, framed views and recreational areas.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The separation could be provided by an extension of Gap 3 between Bracknell and
the developed parts of SA5 (leaving the open spaces of SA5 as part of the gap), as shown on Figure 4.3.
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Table 4-8: Sandhurst-Crowthorne Gap (Entec – Gap 6)
Purpose: to separate Sandhurst from
Crowthorne

Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
The two settlements are physically close although distinct, and separated by a clear physical gap albeit
narrow in places.
Woodland cover enhances the visual separation and also serves to screen substantial developments which
do exist in the gap, namely Wellington College and Broadmoor Hospital.
Recreational opportunities are limited as a result of the large establishments mentioned however public
access land exists at Wildmoor and the Three Castles Path passes through the area.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
Distinctly different settlements. Gap 6 is important to retain their separate identities and prevent
coalescence. Some of the land is within the SPA. Woodland cover enhances the visual separation and serves
to screen the substantial developments which do exist in the gap – namely Wellington College and
Broadmoor Hospital. Agree that Broadmoor should be excluded from the gap.
Site Allocations 24 – are the gaps still fit
for purpose?
SA 4: Land at Broadmoor, Crowthorne
“allocated for a comprehensive well designed
mixed-use development”.
The illustrative concept plan shows the area in
the south west of the site retained as open
space. This would be sufficient in maintaining
the function of the gap.

[Images to the right are from Bracknell Forest
Council’s Site Allocations Local Plan, 2013]
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Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
“The settlement boundary as shown on the illustrative concept plan clarifies that development will not
intrude into the southern and eastern parts of the site: these areas lie close to the SPA and extend into the
Strategic Gap that the CS identifies between Sandhurst and Crowthorne.”

Information from LCA
Gap 6 falls within LCA B1. The distinctive historic buildings, mosaic of heathland, woodland and grasslands,
woodland, historic pastoral fields, localised areas of relative wildness, views from elevated ridges, designed
views, recreational areas and rural character which provides physical and visual separation and a ‘gap’
function between Sandhurst and Crowthorne are noted as valued features and characteristics of the LCA.

Recommendation
LCA B1 states “Protect the rural character and woodland cover where it contributes to a sense of physical
and visual separation or ‘gap’ between the settlements of Crowthorne and Sandhurst” (para. 6.18). The
separation function is also referred to in the indicators of value relating to LCA B1 (Table 3.2 of this
document) that forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that this area should continue to form a gap/separation function (as
indicated on Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area including the distinctive historic buildings, mosaic of heathland, woodland and
grasslands, woodland, historic pastoral fields, localised areas of relative wildness, views from elevated
ridges, designed views, recreational areas and rural character which provides physical and visual separation
function between Sandhurst and Crowthorne.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Crowthorne and Sandhurst, redrawn around the
developed parts of SA4 (and leaving the open spaces as part of the gap), as shown on Figure 4.3.
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Table 4-9: Sandhurst-Yateley Gap (Entec – Gap 7)
Purpose: to separate
Sandhurst from Yateley

Summary of evidence for Gap in Entec report
The Gap comprises the Blackwater River and associated lakes which provide an important recreational and
wildlife resource.
As the administrative boundary runs along the Blackwater River any Strategic Gap policy would need to be
carefully co-ordinated with Hart District Council.
The gap is consistently narrow, however dense tree cover and contrasting land uses enhance the visual
separation of the settlements.
The potential for recreation afforded by the river and lakes contributes very positively to the function of the
Gap.
Summary of Inspector’s comments (Core Strategy, 2007)
A gap would be important to retain the separate identities of the two settlements and prevent coalescence.
Dense tree cover and contrasting land uses enhance the visual separation of settlements.
Policy would need to be carefully co-ordinated with Hart DC. This gap should be defined in a future joint LDD
with Hart DC.
Site Allocations 25 – are the gaps still fit
for purpose?
SA3: Land West of Alford Close,
Sandhurst (edge of settlement site)
This site, shown on the Policies Map, is
located on the south edge of Sandhurst.

Summary of Inspector’s comments (SALP, 2013)
Given that the CS identifies a Strategic Gap between Sandhurst and Yateley, and bearing in mind the
importance of safeguarding the Blackwater Valley landscape and avoiding areas of flood risk, I agree with
the Council that a substantial part of the site to the west of Alford Close should be excluded from
development by imposing the settlement boundary that is proposed in the Council’s changes. This derives
from landscape analysis and is explained in the SALP background paper in more detail. Although resulting in
an irregular boundary, this would not be at odds with the existing pattern of built development in the site’s
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locality.

Information from LCA
Gap 4 falls within LCA E1. The diverse wetland habitat mosaic, remnant meadows, woodlands, marshes,
undeveloped character, (which provides a physical and visual separation between the settlements of
Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater), rural historic lands, woodland blocks, restored gravel pits, recreational
areas and long views over the valley are noted as valued features and characteristics in the LCA.

Recommendation
LCA E1 states “Protect the role the landscape plays in providing a ‘gap’ or separation between the
settlements of Sandhurst and Yateley (within Hampshire to the south)” (para. 9.19). The separation
function is also referred to in the indicators of value relating to LCA E1 (Table 3.6 of this document) that
forms part of the recommendations on landscape designations.
Therefore our recommendation is that this area should continue to form a gap/separation function (as
indicated on Figure 4.2).
A policy linked to the landscape character assessment (LCA) should be sufficient to protect the valued
features of the area including the the diverse wetland habitat mosaic, remnant meadows, woodlands,
marshes, undeveloped character (which provides a physical and visual separation between the settlements
of Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater), rural historic lands, woodland blocks, restored gravel pits,
recreational areas and long views over the valley.
However, in addition to a landscape character based policy, this area could be given an additional layer of
protection by drawing a boundary around the area and linking it to a policy specific to settlement separation
and settlement identity. The area could be drawn between Sandhurst and the administrative boundary with
Hart District, redrawn around the developed parts of SA3 (and leaving the open spaces as part of the gap),
as shown on Figure 4.3.
NB – this area lies adjacent to Hart district, which is currently reviewing its Local Plan. The existing policy
‘CON 20 Strategic Gaps: Blackwater Valley’, states: “Within the Blackwater gap between the Blackwater
Valley towns and the County Boundary, permission will not be granted for development which would
diminish the gap physically or visually, in order that the setting and separate identity of settlements on
either side of the County boundary are retained. Proposals that retain the open nature of the Blackwater
Valley, promote recreation as its primary use and have no detrimental effect on ecology or landscape will be
permitted”.
The Blackwater Valley Countryside Strategy 2011-15 also provides a layer of evidence for the gap function
the landscape here provides. The document encourages local authorities to adopt it as a Supplementary
Planning Document.

Consideration of other potential gaps
4.42

The Bracknell Borough Landscape Character Assessment written by LUC in 2015 considered the
function of all areas of landscape within the Borough. This included whether particular areas
provided a physical/ visual separation function between settlements. The LCA observed the
following:
•

the undeveloped wooded character of the area between Crowthorne and Bracknell provides a
physical and visual separation or ‘gap’ between these settlements (LCA A1);

•

the rural character of the landscape provides physical and visual separation and a ‘gap’
function between Sandhurst and Crowthorne (LCA B1);

•

Popes Meadow and the adjacent landscape plays a role in providing a ‘gap’ between the
settlements of Binfield and Wokingham (LCA C1);

•

the undeveloped character of the Blackwater Valley provides a physical and visual separation
between the settlements of Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater (LCA E1);

•

LCA F1 provides physical and visual separation between the urban area of Bracknell and the
suburban areas of North Ascot as well as the smaller settlements such as Chavey Down and
Winkfield Row inbetween;

•

the tranquil and undeveloped character of LCA G1 provides a separation between Bracknell
and Wokingham;
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•

The open and rural character of LCA C1 which provides a rural buffer to the settlements of
Binfield and north Bracknell, and provides a sense of separation between Binfield and the
allocation at Blue Mountain;

•

‘The Cut’ river corridor in LCA C1, particularly where it comes in close proximity to the edges
of Bracknell and Binfield in and around Binfield Manor, forms a rural buffer and sense of
separation between Binfield and the allocation north of Bracknell (Warfield).

4.43

The first seven areas listed above are covered by ‘gaps’ in Entec’s report (the first area is covered
by gap 5, the second by gap 6, the third by gap 2, the fourth by gap 7, the fifth by gap 4, the
sixth by gap 3 and the seventh by gap 1). The recommendations for these areas are therefore
covered above.

4.44

The seventh area (‘The Cut’ at Binfield Manor) formed part of a ‘Green Wedge’ in Entec’s report. It
is proposed that this area could continue to form a Green Wedge, alongside the land between the
proposed Blue Mountain urban extension and the proposed growth area north of Bracknell
(‘Warfield’).

4.45

In addition, the LCA highlights areas that, although not ‘gaps’, provide an important rural setting
to settlements. These are:

4.46

•

Cabbage Hill - particularly the slopes and the important wooded skyline formed by Long
Copse, which provide a rural landscape setting to the town of Bracknell.

•

The woodland in F1 (around Chavey Downs and Winkfield Row) plays a particularly important
role in screening and providing a distinctive setting for development within the area.

It is suggested that Cabbage Hill could form part of the green wedge between Binfield and the
allocation at Warfield. The areas around Chavey Down and Winkfield Row form part of the gap
between Bracknell and North Ascot (ie an extension of Entec gap 4)

Recommendations on strategic and local gaps
The principle of gaps
4.47

The NPPF is not prescriptive on either supporting or opposing gaps in principle.

4.48

The Inspector in their report on Bracknell’s Core Strategy, recommended that broad areas of
‘Strategic Gaps’ and ‘Local Gaps’ (i.e. between Binfield – Wokingham, Bracknell – Wokingham,
Bracknell – Crowthorne, Crowthorne – Sandhurst and Sandhurst – Yateley) were illustrated on the
Key Diagram but stated that the detailed boundaries should be the subject of a future
Development Plan, joint with the other relevant local authorities, when they can be subject to
public consultation. The Inspector advised that the detailed boundaries of the gaps should
therefore be removed from the Core Strategy Proposals Maps. This is the same approach taken
by Wokingham, where the ‘Settlement Separation Areas’ are broadly illustrated on the key
diagram and the function of ‘gaps’ is also referred to within development policies.

4.49

More recent references to gaps – such as the Inspector’s report into Bracknell’s Site Allocations
Local Plan (2013 – see paragraph 4.20 of this report) and Wokingham’s Core Strategy (2009 –
see paragraph 4.29 of this report) and more recently in relation to Hart district 26 - indicate that
the principle of gaps remains valid and useful for maintaining separation between settlements,
maintaining the distinct identity of settlements and to avoid their coalescence. However, the
examiner’s comments at the Examination into the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale
Neighbourhood Plan indicate that any policy should not discount development which may, for
example, reduce the separation of built areas but still be sustainable, and that any policies should
be positively worded e.g. require development proposals to demonstrate how they might reinforce
the positive characteristics identified within the gaps.

26

“The designation of new Green Belt in Hart will not be appropriate since they are designed for cities and larger town/conurbations.
Local designations such as ‘gaps’ are more likely to be justified” - Note of meeting with Keith Holland: Hart Local Plan
30th March 2015
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4.50

It can be concluded that a policy similar to Wokingham’s Core Strategy Policy CP11 Proposals
outside Development Limits (including countryside) 27 and a policy linked to Bracknell Forest’s
updated Landscape Character Assessment (2015) that sets out valued features and characteristics
of the landscape outside settlement boundaries (including gap functions) should be sufficient to
protect the separation between settlements. However, in addition to a landscape character based
policy, areas that perform a separation function could be given an additional layer of protection by
drawing a boundary around the areas and linking them to a policy specific to settlement
separation and settlement identity.
Strategic or Local Gaps?

4.51

Previous definitions of gaps (the South East Plan and Berkshire Structure Plan), used the
populations of the settlements that the gaps aim to separate – i.e. populations should be over
10,000 for a strategic gap. Although the South East Plan has been withdrawn it is our view that it
is still useful to refer to the gaps between larger settlements as ‘strategic gaps’. Within Bracknell
Forest this could comprise:
•

Binfield and Wokingham;

•

Bracknell and Wokingham;

•

Bracknell and Crowthorne;

•

Crowthorne and Sandhurst;

•

Sandhurst and Yateley/ Blackwater;

•

Bracknell and North Ascot.

4.52

The area between Binfield and the Warfield allocation to the north of Bracknell that includes ‘The
Cut’, does not separate two distinct larger settlements, and therefore cannot in this context be
called a ’strategic gap’. It forms more of a ‘green wedge’ that infiltrates Bracknell to the north
and in doing so it separates Binfield from the proposed Warfield allocation. It is recommended
that this area is called a ‘green wedge’.

4.53

Recommended areas are shown on Figure 4.2 (indicative locations) and Figure 4.3 (suggested
boundaries).
Size of gaps

4.54

The size needed for an area of land to retain its function as a ‘gap’ may vary from place to place
depending on the character of the landscape and the type of development being proposed. For
this reason we recommend that Bracknell Forest should identify broad ‘zig zags’ to represent
(strategic) gaps on the Local Plan key diagram, using site allocations and settlement boundaries
to identify appropriate development locations and limits, and include policies that require a
developer to show that a proposal does not adversely affect the gap function. Each assessment
would be on its own merits and take into account the specific circumstances of the site. This
would be compatible with the approach taken in Wokingham. Figure 4.2 shows recommended
strategic gaps as broad zig zags.

4.55

Boundaries may be drawn around areas that perform a separation function, and these areas could
be linked to a policy specific to settlement separation and settlement identity. Suggested areas
are shown in brown on Figure 4.3 28). These areas can relate directly to a policy that aims to
protect the gap function of the landscape, as well as the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)
which describes the particular features and characteristics of these landscapes that are important
to the gap function.

4.56

A similar map could be used to show the green wedge to the north of Bracknell (e. the area
shaded green on Figure 4.3). The green wedge has been drawn outside Bracknell’s settlement

27
28

Wokingham Borough’s Core Spatial Strategy (2010)

These cover the strategic gaps between Binfield – Wokingham, Bracknell – Wokingham, Bracknell – Crowthorne, Crowthorne –
Sandhurst, Sandhurst – Yateley/ Blackwater and Bracknell – North Ascot. The areas have been drawn between the settlement boundary
of one area and the settlement boundary of the next (except where the gap ends at an administrative boundary). By default this
excludes the settled part of the allocation but includes parts of the site allocations that are indicated as open space on the Illustrative
Concept Plans for the Site Allocations.
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boundary but includes parts of the site allocations that are indicated as open space on the
Illustrative Concept Plans for the Site Allocations.
Green Infrastructure Strategy and positive planning
4.57

Positive planning for development is embedded in the NPPF. The concept of a gap is preventative
and may be seen as negative whereas planning for enhancement of landscape character and
settlement identity may be seen as positive. A Green Infrastructure Strategy would be one way of
ensuring a joined-up approach to planning positively for development and open space whilst
retaining the character of landscapes, towns and villages and enhancing habitats. Such a strategy
could be taken forward jointly with adjoining districts.
Overall Conclusions

4.58

It is recommended that Bracknell Forest should:
•

identify broad ‘zig zags’ that indicate strategic gaps between the larger settlements (i.e.
Binfield - Wokingham; Bracknell – Wokingham; Bracknell - Crowthorne; Crowthorne Sandhurst; Sandhurst - Yateley/ Blackwater; and Bracknell - North Ascot);

•

include policies to prevent coalescence of these settlements and retain settlement identity
(using consistent terminology between policies) and include references to the Landscape
Character Assessment which identifies the functions the landscape character areas perform in
relation to separation of settlements;

•

include policies to protect the rural character of the undeveloped countryside (which provides
an important setting to all settlements and villages in the Borough, provides separation
between them and maintains their separate identity), with reference to the Landscape
Character Assessment that sets out the character, value and function of these landscapes;

•

use masterplans to identify appropriate development locations and limits, and contribute to
the Borough’s Green Infrastructure;

•

produce a Green Infrastructure Strategy to ensure a joined-up approach to planning positively
for development and open space whilst retaining the character of landscapes, towns and
villages and enhancing habitats.

4.59

This would be consistent with Wokingham’s approach and Bracknell Forest’s current Core
Strategy.

4.60

In addition to the above, it would be possible to identify areas with a ‘strategic gap’ or a ‘green
wedge’ function on the Local Plan Policies Map (see Figure 4.3 for areas). This would not be a
‘no-go’ area in itself, but would link to a policy which requires a developer to ensure the gap
function is maintained. When writing policies Bracknell Forest should have regard to the
Examiners comments on the Wokingham Borough Core Spatial Strategy Development Plan
Document and the Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan.

4.61

Applications for development should be supported by robust landscape assessment to ensure that
valued landscape functions and the perception of those functions (including gaps and separation
of settlements) will not be compromised.
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5

Review of 'Green Belt Villages'

5.1

The brief required LUC to consider whether areas currently designated as Green Belt villages
should remain within the Green Belt from a landscape character perspective, or should become
‘excluded settlements’ (having regard to para. 86 of the NPPF)..

5.2

Para. 86 of the NPPF Planning Practice Guidance relating to Green belts states “If it is necessary
to prevent development in a village primarily because of the important contribution which the
open character of the village makes to the openness of the Green Belt, the village should be
included in the Green Belt. If, however, the character of the village needs to be protected for
other reasons, other means should be used, such as conservation area or normal development
management policies, and the village should be excluded from the Green Belt” 29.

5.3

It should be noted that this advice is provided from a landscape character perspective and does
not consider all the purposes of the Green Belt, or the practicalities of including villages in, or
excluding villages from, the Green Belt.

History of the Green Belt village designation
5.4

The Berkshire Structure Plan (1991-2006) identified ‘Recognised Settlements’ in the Green Belt
where, because of the local concentration of development, it was considered that the overall
character of the Green Belt would not be harmed by permitting limited infill within these
settlements. The Berkshire Structure Plan 2001-2016 also included a similar policy related to
these ‘Recognised Settlements’.

5.5

The Bracknell Forest Local Plan (2002) listed eight ‘Green Belt Villages’, noting that these equate
with the ‘Recognised Settlements’ in the Structure Plan. Policy GB3 set a general presumption
against residential development in these areas except where proposals constitute infilling, the
subdivision of an existing dwelling into two or more units, the provision of accommodation for
domestic or personal staff or aged relatives in a separate but subordinate unit or replacement
alteration or limited extension to existing dwellings. Proposals would also have to avoid adversely
affecting the character of the area or causing other environmental harm.

Assessment of the Green Belt villages
5.6

There are eight Green Belt villages in Bracknell Forest (as set out in Policy GB3 of the Bracknell
Forest Local Plan 2002). There are shown, in the context of LCAs in Figure 5.1.

5.7

The following pages review each of the ‘Green Belt villages’ in terms of their character and
contribution which the open character of the village makes to the openness of the Green Belt.
This is done by considering the following criteria:
•

Character and size – what is the character of the village? How big is it? Is it rural in
character? Is it seen as part of the wider LCA? Is it in character with, or in contrast to other
villages typical of the LCA in which it sits?

•

Interface with surrounding landscape – is the village part of the wider landscape or is it
inward looking with clear settlement boundaries?

•

Density and dispersal of buildings – how dense are the buildings? Is there open space
between which contributes to rural character and openness of the Green Belt?

29

http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/delivering-sustainabledevelopment/9-protecting-green-belt-land/ [accessed 4/3/15]
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•

Presence (and character) of open space – what is the nature of open space?
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Brock Hill
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.8

Character and size: a small ribbon development along the B3022 comprising Victorian cottages,
plus more recent infill, and larger houses set back from the road at the northern end. This
settlement is typical of villages found within LCA C2.

5.9

Interface with surrounding landscape: private back gardens back onto agricultural land – the
settlement is inward facing towards the road, but is so small that it feels part of the wider
landscape of the Green Belt.

5.10

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a relatively high density but only one
house deep either side of the road so the openness of the Green belt is felt even when in the
village.

5.11

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens and
verges to the road and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.12

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over this village due to the small size of the village and its rural character.
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Cheapside

Office buildings at Cheapside Court
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Pump Lane

Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.13

This village falls partly within Bracknell Forest and partly within RBWM. This assessment assessed
the part that falls within Bracknell Forest as follows:

5.14

Character and size: a small collection of houses, of varying sizes, ages and styles, and an office
development of 5 linked office buildings (Cheapside Court) located in LCA G2 ‘Sunninghill Wooded
Estate’. Most of the village has a rural character and low density buildings, except for the office
development which is more urbanised and high density. Note that the area within Bracknell
Forest forms part of a larger settlement, most of which lies in the Royal Borough of Windsor and
Maidenhead.

5.15

Interface with surrounding landscape: the office development is remote from the surrounding
landscape, but houses around the edge are outward facing and have a more intimate relationship
with the wider rural landscape.

5.16

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at varying densities with larger houses set in
larger more spacious grounds and smaller more modern properties and office buildings at higher
density. Most buildings are contained within a clearly defined ‘triangle’ bounded by roads and the
Borough boundary.

5.17

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens (front
and back). These gardens contain some mature trees reminiscent of the surrounding parkland
and forest landscapes.
Recommendation

5.18

From a landscape character point of view the office development could be excluded from Green
Belt due to the fact that it is more urbanised and inward looking that than the rest of the
settlement.

5.19

NB the rest of the village (which falls over the administrative boundary in RBWM) forms part of
the Green Belt (but was not assessed as part of this study).
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Church Road, Winkfield
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.20

Character and size: a small ribbon development of houses and bungalows of various ages along
the A330 within LCA C2. Properties are older and larger at the western end nearer the church.
This settlement is typical of villages found within LCA C2.

5.21

Interface with surrounding landscape: private back gardens back onto agricultural land – the
roadside houses face towards the road but are only one house deep.

5.22

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a low density at the north-western end
close to the church and pub, and a higher density at the south-eastern end.

5.23

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens,
grounds and verges to the road and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.24

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over this village due to the relatively low density and openness of the village at the western
end and the overall small size of the settlement. The village forms part of the wider rural
landscape in which it sits.
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Cranbourne, Lovel Road
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.25

Character and size: a small ribbon development of houses of varying ages and styles located
along the B3034 in LCA C2. The area includes two pubs and a school. Vegetation around and
between the buildings contributes to the rural character. This settlement is typical of villages
found within LCA C2.

5.26

Interface with surrounding landscape: private back gardens back onto agricultural land while
the fronts of the houses face towards the road (the ‘village street’).

5.27

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a moderate density – modern infill
increases the density in places, but there are generally gaps between buildings allowing
vegetation to provide a green setting.

5.28

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens (front
and back) as well as grass verges to the road in a few places and these contribute to the
openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.29

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over this village due to the small size of the village, its rural character and the fact that it
forms part of the wider rural landscape in which it lies.
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Maidens Green/ Winkfield Street
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.30

Character and size: a rural village comprising houses and rural buildings, typically one house
deep, spaciously set out along a rural lane. This settlement is typical of villages found within LCA
C2.

5.31

Interface with surrounding landscape: the low density of settlement means the village feels
part of the wider rural landscape - private back gardens blend into the wider agricultural
landscape of the Green Belt.

5.32

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a relatively low density leading to a feeling
of spaciousness and rurality.

5.33

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens and
verges to the road and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.34

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over this village due to the low density and openness of the village and the fact that it is
seen as part of the wider rural landscape in which it sits.
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North Street, Cranbourne

North Street
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Cranbourne Hall Mobile Home Park

Crouch Lane
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.35

Character and size: this is a rather disjointed settlement, comprising four distinct areas, all
within LCA C2:
•

A ribbon of development along the B3022 (North Street) comprising a variety of ages and
styles of houses resulting from infill between older properties. Village pubs, red brick walls
and vegetation contribute to a rural scene, although suburban influences are present. This
part of the settlement is typical of villages found within LCA C2.

•

A dense settlement of pre-fabricated homes to the north forming the Cranbourne Hall Mobile
Home Park. This is not typical of village settlements within LCA C2.

•

A ribbon of low density properties of various ages and styles including one and half storey
houses (with dormers), bungalows, and two storey houses along Crouch Lane. These tend to
be set back behind generous verges, hedges/ walls and front gardens with gravelled access
drives and no road markings, contributing to a rural scene and are typical of the type of
settlement found in Area C2.

•

Set apart from the rest of the settlement to the south is a small ribbon development of
houses of varying ages and styles, set back behind fronts gardens and garden vegetation
which contributes to the rural character of the settlement. This part of the village is typical of
villages found within LCA C2.

5.36

There is also Cranbourne Hall itself, set within spacious grounds.

5.37

Interface with surrounding landscape: most of these properties are well integrated with the
surrounding landscape, with at least one side facing over the surrounding agricultural land. The
exception is the Cranbourne Hall Mobile Home Park which is more inward looking.

5.38

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a relatively high density in the mobile
home site, otherwise they are at a relatively low density with gardens and vegetation providing
space around the buildings.

5.39

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens,
grounds and verges to the road and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation for inclusion/exclusion

5.40

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over the majority of this village due to the low density and openness of the majority of the
village that is characteristic of the wider rural agricultural landscape.

5.41

However, the mobile home site is of a different character, of higher density, and more inward
facing and therefore does not contribute to the Green Belt in the same way.
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Prince Consort Drive
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.42

Character and size: a sizeable area of large detached dwellings set in spacious gardens with
many mature trees and a wooded character. The area is characteristic of the wider ‘Chavey Down
Wooded Sands’ Landscape Character Area (LCA F1) in which it is located.

5.43

Interface with surrounding landscape: private gardens blend into the wider forest surrounds
resulting in a sense of being part of the surrounding wooded landscape.

5.44

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a low density within generous gardens
giving a sense of spaciousness.

5.45

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the large private gardens
and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.46

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, this area could continue to be
included in the Green Belt due to the sense of being part of the surrounding wooded landscape
and spacious character. Intensification of built development in this area would be at odds with
character.
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Woodside
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Character and contribution to openness of the Green Belt
5.47

This village falls partly within Bracknell Forest and partly within RBWM. The part that falls within
Bracknell Forest has the following characteristics:

5.48

Character and size: a small ribbon development of large houses of varying ages and styles, and
two pubs, located along Woodside Road in LCA C2. Hedges, vegetation and the unmarked narrow
lane (and unpaved in the northern section) contribute to the rural character. This settlement is
typical of villages found within LCA C2.

5.49

Interface with surrounding landscape: private back gardens back onto the wider landscape
while the fronts of the houses face towards the road (the ‘village street’).

5.50

Density and dispersal of buildings: buildings are at a relatively low density – modern infill
increases the density in places, but there are generally gaps between buildings allowing
vegetation to provide a green setting.

5.51

Presence (and character) of open space: open space is provided by the private gardens (front
and back) and grass verges and these contribute to the openness of the Green Belt.
Recommendation

5.52

It is recommended that, from a landscape character point of view, the Green Belt can continue to
wash over this village due to the low density and rural character of the village that forms part of
the wider rural Green Belt landscape in which it lies.

5.53

NB This village falls partly within Bracknell Forest and partly within the RBWM. The part within
RBWM also has green belt washing over the village.
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Recommendations
5.54

The review of Green Belt villages reveals that most of the villages are rural in character, have a
relatively low density of buildings and gardens and grounds make an important contribution to the
openness of the Green Belt. In these villages development could adversely affect the open
character of the village and therefore could affect the openness of the Green Belt.

5.55

Only two areas have been identified as not in character with the remainder of the areas – these
are Cranbourne Hall Mobile Home Park and the office development in Cheapside.
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Appendix 1: Stakeholder consultation
A workshop was held on 23rd June 2015 to present the recommendations and invite comment.
In addition to the steering group, representatives from the following organisations were invited to attend
(attendance is indicated beside the organisation):
•

Historic England

•

Environment Agency

•

Natural England

•

Berkshire Archaeology (attended)

•

Surrey County Council (attended)

•

Surrey Heath Borough Council

•

Hampshire County Council

•

Hart District Council

•

Wokingham Borough Council (attended)

•

Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead

•

Binfield Parish Council (attended)

•

Bracknell Town Council (attended)

•

Crowthorne Parish Council

•

Sandhurst Town Council (attended)

•

Warfield Parish Council (attended)

•

Winkfield Parish Council (attended)

As some of the Town/Parish Councils are preparing Neighbourhood Development Plans through the
Parish/Town Parish Councils, invitations were also extended to a member of their neighbourhood planning
groups.
As some of the organisations were unable to attend, the invitees were given until 11th July to comment,
plus the report was placed on the Council’s website (to make it available to a wider audience).
Additional written comments were received from Warfield Parish Council, Winkfield Parish Council and
Hankinson Duckett Associates on behalf of Willson Developments Ltd.
A summary of the comments made during the workshop, and subsequently, and LUC’s responses are set
out below (note that reference to paragraph numbers relate to the draft version of the report):
Comments on local landscape designations review
Comment

LUC Response

It was noted that the approach taken appears
sound.

No action needed.

One audience member noted that a green
belt review may be required at some point.

The Council confirmed this would be a separate
piece of work to this study.

Support the general tenor of the report and
agree with the recommendation that
Bracknell Forest should consider creating a
‘Green Infrastructure Policy’.

Have removed ‘lower slopes of’ cabbage hill – to
make it clear that the whole of cabbage hill is
important.

In particular, support the recommendations
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3.34, 3.35 & 3.37 which refer both to the
vulnerability and significance of Cabbage Hill
and Warfield Park.
With regard to Cabbage Hill would like
clarification that, without ambiguity, the
designation includes not only all of Long
Copse and the upper eastern slopes but also
the western slopes facing the river Cut and
the boundary between Warfield and Binfield
Parishes.
Other areas of high ground which are
prominent in the landscape and may be at
risk/ merit long term protection are The
Hooks (the northern continuation of Cabbage
Hill), the area around Warfield Church,
Windmill Hill and the ridge of high ground
which broadly follows Wellers Lane. Would
like to see these three areas included in any
future Green Infrastructure Policy.
Comments on gaps review
Comment

LUC Response

Should SANGs be gaps?

Whether a SANG (Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace) is a ‘gap’, or forms part of a gap,
depends on where the SANG is located. Some
SANGs may form part of ‘gaps’ between
settlements while others may be located in the
rural areas beyond the settlement boundaries, or
even within settlement boundaries. The fact that
a piece of land is a SANG does not automatically
mean it should be designated as a ‘gap’ as the
two designations have different purposes.

There was concern over the spreading of
Bracknell to the north and merging with
villages e.g. Newell Green

As gaps have been defined as areas that provide
a separation function between adjacent
settlements, the gradual encroachment of
Bracknell to the north is not a gap issue, but an
issue of encroachment of the urban area into the
countryside and erosion of the rural setting to
Bracknell. It is recommended that this is
protected through a policy that protects the rural
character of the undeveloped countryside, the
rural setting to Bracknell and separate identities
and rural character of villages in the wider
countryside outside settlement boundaries (and
this should make reference to the landscape
character assessment which contains more
information about protection of these valued
features and characteristics).

What about the gap between Binfield and
Warfield?

The gap between Binfield and the allocation at
Cabbage Hill is a green wedge which occupies the
valley of The Cut, and we have suggested this
terminology in our updated assessment. The
LCA states the importance of The Cut as an
important naturalistic and undeveloped valley
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that punctuates Bracknell, and forms a
separation between Binfield and the allocation at
Warfield.
Wokingham’s proposals for gaps were
rejected by an Inspector. The Council has
used landscape character in place of ‘gaps’
successfully at appeal.

This reinforces the value of landscape character
assessment as a tool to manage change.

Support the conclusions reached in
paragraphs 4.43, 4.45 & 4.46. In particular,
that Cabbage Hill defines the gap between
Binfield and Warfield and that this should be
given more emphasis and a clearer status as
suggested in paragraph 3.12.

The gap between Binfield and the allocation at
Cabbage Hill is a green wedge which occupies the
valley of The Cut, and we have recognised this in
our updated assessment.

LUC report appears to contradict itself by
recommending identification of broad ‘zig
zags’ to indicate strategic gaps on the Core
Strategy Diagram and identifying land within
this function on the Local Plan Proposals Map.

LUC is presenting options for BFBC to consider.
BFBC will make the final decision.

It seems inevitable that in putting
boundaries/shading around/across great
swathes of land and referring to these as
“gaps”, then these will be interpreted as
being open areas, retained largely in
agricultural or woodland use. The definition of
boundaries is therefore seen as being unduly
restrictive for future allocations/ potential
development.

How the areas inside any boundaries are
interpreted will depend on the wording of the
policy BFBC create to accompany such areas.
LUC have provided recommendations and BFBC
will take this forward. LUC recommends a
positive approach, ensuring that areas are not
‘no-go’ areas in themselves, and including
reference to the Landscape Character
Assessment that sets out the character, value
and function of landscapes outside settlement
boundaries.

Concerns that the LUC report will be
interpreted as taking the Core Strategy one
step further by identifying the boundaries of
Strategic Gaps.

The LCA states the importance of The Cut as an
important naturalistic and undeveloped valley
that punctuates Bracknell, and forms a
separation between Binfield and the rest of North
Bracknell.

Concern that the report is not clear enough in
stating that the areas will not be subject to
restrictive controls.
Unable to comment on appropriateness of a
policy which requires a developer to ensure
the gap function is maintained without the
specific wording for such as policy being
offered.
Support paragraph 4.46.
Winkfield Parish Council is very concerned
that there are no ’gaps’ between Winkfield
and Bracknell; Winkfield and Warfield; and
Winkfield and Windsor.

Bracknell Forest Landscape Evidence Base

LUC have reconsidered the area between
Bracknell and North Ascot and amended
recommendations in this area.
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Comments on green belt village review
Comment

LUC Response

One audience member enquired about the
gaps between the villages.

The gaps between the villages are all part of the
green belt and will continue to form part of the
green belt.

It was noted that there needs to be joined up
thinking with RBWM as to how to take this
work forward for those villages that cross
administrative boundaries (Cheapside and
Woodside).

Bracknell Forest Council to liaise with RBWM
when taking this work forward.

Bracknell Forest Landscape Evidence Base
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